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The assumption that a carefully edited
authoritative edition of the letters of a major
historical figure will shed significant
illumination on his or her life may hold good
in practice; Charles Darwin is a case in point.
The enigma that is William Hunter, however,
is hardly any less opaque now that we have all
his surviving correspondence (both to and
from Hunter) at our disposal in these two
attractively produced and meticulously edited
volumes. C Helen Brock, a zoologist by
training, had an interest in the anatomist, man-
midwife, and collector that extended over
many decades. Her remorseless detective work
in tracking down letters and identifying
references in correspondence is evident
throughout these pages. Further testimony to
this detection can be found in the eight
appendices in the second volume. Sadly,
Brock did not live to see this handsome,
material result of much of her life’s academic
work.
There are two reasons why, in spite of this
publication, Hunter still remains a mystery.
First, he chose not to let slip much more of
himself in his letters than he did in any other
way (although some letters to Hunter
published here are revealing). Second, the
buyer who is impressed by the sight of two
stout volumes must beware, for the bulk
disguises the fact that much of the material in
here has previously been published or is
editorial observation. Interwoven between the
letters is an extensive commentary by Brock
that pretty well amounts to a full-length
biography of Hunter (albeit a most valuable
one). The problem of republication has two
dimensions. First, many of the letters to and
from William Cullen appearing here (and
there are many) were published in John
Thomson’s An account of the life, lectures and
writings of William Cullen M.D. (1832). Sadly
the fate of the original letters available to
Thomson is unknown so, although readers
now easily see correspondence previously only
accessible with difficulty, we are still no
nearer knowing what the material looked like
that Thomson edited. Second, and more
disconcerting, many of the “letters” published
here are not part of Hunter’s private
correspondence at all. They are polemical
public epistles addressed to various people and
published by Hunter in his lifetime in his
numerous pamphlet wars. Thus, for example,
when Hunter in a letter to Alexander Monro
primus, of 1763, thanked him for sending his
The anatomy of the humane bones and then
made a “demand” for a “direct answer” to
questions he had asked of one of Monro’s
inflammatory pamphlets and hoped, rather
opaquely, “it may not be in the power of
malevolence itself to accuse you of stabbing in
the dark” (vol. 1, pp. 157–8), Hunter was, in
fact, publicly stabbing Monro in the daylight,
for this “letter” was published in Hunter’s
Supplement to the medical commentaries
(1764). Likewise many of the case histories
appearing here were published in Medical
observations and inquiries as letters submitted
to Hunter. This information is all freely
recorded by the editor but it is none the less
mildly upsetting to realize that the full sum of
relatively unknown material published here
does not amount to a great deal.
Volume 1 begins with a letter from the
22-year-old Hunter, most likely to William
Cullen, in 1740, shortly after Hunter arrived
for the first time in London. His account of a
grain riot in Leith and a terrible storm at the
mouth of the Thames immediately alerts the
reader to the richness of the non-medical
material to be found here. Probably because of
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few letters to or from Cullen that does not
appear in Thomson’s Life. The letter is from
the Hunter–Baillie papers in the Royal College
of Surgeons of England, one of the richest
sources for these volumes. Mathew Baillie was
Hunter’s nephew and had been trained by
Hunter to succeed him. Hunter’s collections
and letters were, says Brock, treated in a
“cavalier” fashion by Baillie (vol. 1, p. xv).
One can only wonder, however, how far the
belligerent Hunter brought this upon himself.
Not surprisingly, the letters here, from 1740
to the last dated one of April 1783 from John
Ingenhouse, nearly a couple of weeks after
Hunter’s death, roughly resemble the pattern
of his life. The early correspondence revolves
around the establishment of an anatomy
school, in the middle years it centres on man-
midwifery, and the letters of the last twenty
years focus on collecting. Patronage is a key
word for deciphering these texts. Hunter had
few equals in obtaining it and later dispensing
it. Although he could be unpleasant in the
extreme, he could make himself agreeable
beyond measure and he clearly had talents and
industry many considered worthy of support.
Broadly speaking there are four sorts of
correspondents here: family, anatomists and
other medical men, Hunter’s aristocratic
clientele, and the leading lights of the literary,
artistic and scientific world, but particularly
that of London. Many figures, notably John
Hunter, appear in more than one category (in
John’s case, three). William Hunter came from
a middling order family in East Kilbride and
he retained some sort of connection with his
close relatives all his life. In this regard, as in
others, the enigma remains. He seems to have
acted charitably to family members in need
and, at the same time, he regarded some of
them as ingrates or he was accused by outside
observers of not being charitable enough. His
relationship with John seems typical. He gave
his younger brother a foot up the anatomical
ladder and eventually (too late) tried to kick
him off. The letters shed little light on their
argument. Indeed a letter from John to
William in 1771 only throws more obscurity
on the latter’s nature. John was to be married
the next day and writes of the matrimonial
service “as that is a ceremony which you are
not particularly fond of, I will not make a
point of having your company there” (vol. 2,
p. 14).
The anatomical and medical letters here are
pervaded by disagreements over anatomical
discoveries. But even in a world in which
these controversies were commonplace,
Hunter’s quarrels seem beyond the high end of
the Richter scale of priority-dispute
measurement. Against Alexander Monro
secundus Hunter appears to have had a case,
but counting his grudges it has to be said: a
single simultaneous discovery might be
coincidence, two could be thievery but
incalculable numbers suggest Hunter was not
immune to the plagiarism of which he
incessantly accused others. The mixture of
manners and rudeness in these epistolary
battles is extremely difficult to decode. In
spite of midwifery and collecting, Hunter
never ceased pursuing anatomical matters,
corresponding in his later years with
authorities such as Petrus Camper on the
rhinoceros, orang-utan and other creatures
(vol. 2, p. 173).
Hunter knew his place (although as a man-
midwife he was creating a new one) and
moved easily among the aristocracy.
Aristocrats, in turn, displayed at times a
gracious noblesse oblige that would become
impossible in the nineteenth century. When
the Earl of Sandwich’s mistress showed signs
of pregnancy in 1766 it was treated as the
most mundane event. Hunter observed that he
would “be happy with any opportunity either
of being usefull [sic] or of shewing my
attention to Miss Ray” (vol. 1, p. 246). He did
not mean he would perform an abortion since
he carefully detailed how a miscarriage was to
be avoided. It has been suggested that the
aristocratic patronage that Hunter enjoyed
derived in part from the possibility that he did
perform discreet abortions. Nothing here
proves or disproves this. Clearly delicate
matters were confided to him but their nature
is usually obscure. In an undated note, the
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requested his presence “but you must not
mention that you was sent for” (vol. 1, p. 173).
In the world of arts and science Hunter
maintained a lifelong correspondence with his
countryman Tobias Smollett, assisted him and
seems not to have fallen out with him. It is not
often noticed that Hunter was extremely
learned in the history of medicine, particularly
anatomy. A draft letter to David Hume from
1764 demonstrates an impressive knowledge
of texts dealing with the early history of
venereal disease in Europe (vol. 1, pp. 195–7).
Hume pops up again in a sad letter from James
Trail, Bishop of Down and Connor, who
obviously held the philosopher’s character in
high regard, begging Hunter to dissuade Hume
from visiting Ireland where he was “an object
of universal Disgust, not to say Detestation”
(vol. 1, p. 229). Collecting was one route
through which Hunter met and corresponded
with the well-to-do such as Lord Rockingham
and Sir William Hamilton, who sent Hunter a
catalogue of medals from Naples (vol. 2,
pp. 171-2). Samuel Johnson used Hunter’s
influence to present A journey to the western
isles of Scotland (1775) to George III (vol. 2,
p. 186). But although we know that Hunter
spent much time with Sir John Pringle and that
he knew people as diverse as Sir Joshua
Reynolds and Joseph Priestley, folk such as
these scarcely make an appearance and, when
they do, their few short letters, like so many to
and from Hunter, are very formal. The very
public William Hunter was private to the last.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Robert Bud, Penicillin: triumph and
tragedy, Oxford University Press, 2007, pp. ix,
330, illus., £30.00 (hardback 978-19-925406-4).
The discovery of penicillin is one of the
most widely known and frequently discussed
scientific events of the twentieth century.
Fleming’s original discovery, as well as the
work of both the Oxford team who isolated the
drug, and the American pharmaceutical
companies who developed mass
manufacturing methods have together already
generated a large—and sometimes
controversial—literature. Most of the
accounts, however, have been devoted to the
early years and the story of discovery and
development. In this book, the fruit of many
years of research and scholarship, Bud
explores the story of penicillin over a sixty-
year period in a much wider social, cultural
and geographical context. He accompanies his
analysis of the “triumph”, the conquering of
infection, with what he terms the “tragedy”,
the excessive use of penicillin which has led
directly to the growth and spread of bacteria
resistant to antibiotics.
The first four chapters cover the pre-
penicillin era, the discovery and development
of penicillin and its creation as a “brand”, the
analogy or model Bud has chosen to use for
penicillin and its family of antibiotic drugs. By
doing this he separates the drugs themselves
and their chemical composition from the
concept of the brand; this means that the brand
encompasses the stories, legion and legendary,
which shaped the perception of penicillin as a
wonder drug, carrying with it a heavy burden
of expectation of an infection-free future.
Chapter 5 charts the very rapid growth in
the prescription and consumption of penicillin
in the 1950s, the decade in which most of the
penicillin formulations, unpatented, were
manufactured across the world and the price
dropped to commodity levels. At the same
time the new broad spectrum antibiotics were
discovered, developed, patented and marketed
at prices which provided the pharmaceutical
corporations with the monopoly profits they
required to fund not only the growth of large
institutional R&D laboratories, but also large
sales forces and international expansion.
Although the costs of the new drugs marketed
in the post-war period were high (and there
were other new products such as cortisone, as
well as the antibiotics) it is arguable whether
Bud gives too much significance to the role of
penicillin in attributing the fall of the Labour
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(p. 111). He is on firmer ground in noting that,
even in the early days, the signs of drug
resistance began to emerge, with the first cases
of what is now called the “super bug”, MRSA,
in the 1960s; these are explored, together with
the development of the semi-synthetic
penicillins, in chapter 6.
A brand can be diluted or damaged very
quickly by loss of trust, and Bud discusses this
at some length in chapter 7, when he explores
the complex transaction by which prescription
medicine reaches its ultimate consumer, and
the relationships between doctors and patients.
He goes on to examine the use of penicillin in
animals through the second half of the
twentieth century in chapter 8. The
penultimate chapter discusses the threat of a
“post-antibiotic” age in the light of the
emergence of not only drug-resistant bacteria
but also of new diseases such as AIDS in
humans and BSE in animals, reflecting on the
changing perceptions of the penicillin brand
and use of antibiotics. These developments,
together with other changes in the last two
decades of the twentieth century, such as the
emergence of biotechnology and increasing
scientific knowledge lead to a concluding
chapter which argues that while penicillin is
no longer a “wonder drug”, it is, and is likely
to continue to be, useful.
This is an erudite and wide-ranging study of
a revolutionary drug, offering much of interest
to historians of medicine, of science and of
business. It also deserves to reach a wider non-
academic audience interested in a scientific
revolution which shaped our lives in the
second half of the twentieth century.
Judy Slinn,
Oxford Brookes University
Marcos Cueto, Cold war, deadly fevers:
malaria eradication in Mexico, 1955–1975,
Washington, DC, Woodrow Wilson Center
Press, and Baltimore, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2007, pp. xvi, 264, £30.00,
$45.00 (hardback 978-0-8018-8645-4).
The reorganization of international agencies
in the early years after the Second World
War—the creation of the United Nations and,
in particular its specialized agencies, the
World Health Organization, UNICEF—
brought health to the forefront of development
planning and policies. The entry of the United
States government into areas of international
financing and policy shifted the power base
from former colonial empires concerned with
post-war reconstruction and decolonization to
the bilateral Soviet Union versus United States
Cold War superpower framework. From 1945,
within the climate of the Cold War, the United
States actively engaged in directing policy
agendas for development and, as a sub-
interest, for health. Until very recently,
historical writing on this period has focused on
the competition between the United States and
the former Soviet Union as superpowers.
Marcos Cueto’s book, with its focus on
Mexico, redirects our attention from the
superpowers of the north to the south, from
“high-level politics” to “everyday life”( p. 7).
The frame for his narrative is the Malaria
Eradication Campaign (MEC), part of the
World Health Organization’s Global Malaria
Eradication Campaign, undertaken in Mexico
by the National Commission for the
Eradication of Paludism from 1955 to 1975.
While Cueto critiques the global programme,
his focus is to situate his analysis of the
development, delivery and responses to this
health intervention in Mexico. Linking popular
culture with public health, Cueto calls
attention to the perhaps unintended
consequence of public health campaigns, the
resultant “culture of survival” of Mexico’s
poor, i.e. populations whose experience has
led them to become accustomed to struggle to
gain access to state programmes and foreign
aid in a situation characterized by Cueto’s
second metaphor, “privileges of poverty”, in
which powerful national elites and
international agencies control the distribution
of limited resources. Cueto exposes the
underpinnings of MEC funding (mostly
American), delivery (mostly Mexican) and
acceptance (mostly elites). The World Health
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Eradication Campaign in 1955 but delivered
this campaign selectively, notably ignoring
sub-Saharan Africa. As Cueto indicates, Paul
Russell, a Rockefeller Foundation officer and
global campaign promoter, while recorded as
stating that Africa was not ready for this
campaign, endorsed the programme in Latin
America. As a case study, the book is an
important contribution to the history of malaria
eradication and control and the competing
statal and para-statal interests in this period.
After setting the global context, the three
central chapters of the book address the
international, national and local dimensions of
the MEC. Chapter 2 situates the Mexican
experiences within the international contexts.
The overlay of Cold War rhetoric in the media
presentation of the campaign—citing malaria
as the “mortal virus of international
communism” (p. 66)—is a familiar trope.
Perhaps of more interest for researchers are
the national debates on the adoption of power-
sharing models, choosing between multilateral
and bilateral agencies. Cueto’s extensive
archival research provides valuable insights
into the role of UNICEF at the level of
policy—a more influential player in Mexico
than other MEC sites. Mexico rejected the
United Nations agencies’ concern with
overpopulation and turned the campaign into a
locally acceptable pro-natalist programme.
Chapter 3 focuses on how the Mexican
governments and elites adapted the global
campaign to local concerns. With three-fourths
of Mexico malarious in the 1950s, fighting
malaria was a national public health issue.
While maintaining administrative control in
Mexico City, the national government astutely
presented the campaign to the Mexican people
as a fulfilment of the mandate for better health
of the 1910 Mexican Revolution. Participation
of health workers in the campaign was shored
with the promise of competitively high
salaries. Compliance with the campaign at the
domestic level earned house owners a poster
declaring, “I am a patriot” (p. 102). Given
concerns expressed today with the revival of
DDT as a legal pesticide, readers will be
interested in the debates and evidence Cueto
presents on the use of pesticides, particularly
DDT, during the campaign.
Chapter 4 is drawn largely from Cueto’s
previously published work on local responses
(J. Lat. Am. Stud., 37: 533–59) The chapter
provides extensive evidence to disprove the
international and national assumptions that the
Mexican people would be passive recipients of
the MEC. Local pamphlets, reports (such as
those of a prominent local physician, Dr Jose ´
Villalobos) and a broad variety of health
education materials collected from a number
of archives could provide entry points for
further research. On that note, one would have
wished for the addition of interviews with
Mexicans who participated in the campaign,
especially given Cueto’s call at the end of the
book for future public health interventions to
involve communities in programme design
and delivery. In his concluding chapter, Cueto
criticizes health interventions for their lack of
long-term sustainability. Programmes such as
the MEC in Mexico, programmes of too short
duration and with too little effect, have
contributed to the “culture of survival”,
underscoring popular perceptions of public
health interventions as of little value in
meeting local needs. His conclusions echo
those of many researchers in international
health. The experiences of this campaign in
Mexico could inform a model for more
effective organization of global programmes
or health interventions.
Maureen Malowany,
McGill University
Pamela Dale and Joseph Melling (eds),
Mental illness and learning disability since
1850: finding a place for mental disorder in
the United Kingdom, Routledge Studies in the
Social History of Medicine, No. 22, London
and New York, Routledge, 2006, pp. xii, 234,
£70.00 (hardback 978-0-415-36491-1).
The papers in this collection originated as
presentations to seminars held at the
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first five substantive chapters deal with a
variety of aspects of the history of psychiatry
in the period between 1850 and 1930, and, the
book’s subtitle notwithstanding, focus almost
exclusively on English developments. They
consort somewhat uneasily with two chapters
on mental deficiency and “mental defectives”
(one of which actually deals with Scottish
materials) before the book concludes with a
piece by John Welshman examining the place
of hostels in the provision of some sort of
“community care” for the mentally ill and the
learning disabled in the period between 1940
and 1974.
Even more than most such compilations, we
have here a very heterogeneous set of
contributions, varying widely in tone, in
ambition, and in quality. Recent
historiography has emphasized the
significance of the Poor Law and of kinship
structures in understanding nineteenth-century
mental health provision, and these themes
surface in a number of the early chapters.
Elaine Murphy, in particular, contributes a
characteristically trenchant analysis of
workhouse provision for the insane—a be ˆte
noir of the Lunacy Commissioners which,
none the less, retained a significant place in
the institutional treatment of lunatics even as
county asylums proliferated. She is
particularly concerned to examine why
London moved away from relying on
workhouses from 1890 onwards, substantially
earlier than the rest of the country, and draws
much of her evidence from the poorer unions
of the East End. Joseph Melling’s essay on the
English governess and the asylum contributes
some interesting insights into the plight of
these women, though, despite a title that
suggests a general treatment of the subject, his
evidence is generally drawn from those
admitted to a small sub-set of institutions in
Devon.
Like a number of other contributors,
Melling seeks to provide some sense of how
asylum life was experienced by the patients
themselves, a fashionable and worthy goal
recommended some two decades ago by the
late Roy Porter. But Porter’s call to retrieve
“the patient’s voice” was not matched by any
sustained discussion of how this might
actually be done for any save a small and
unrepresentative group of literate and wealthy
inmates. By definition, governesses were
possessed of at least a modicum of literacy and
education, and they were confined in a
spectrum of institutions, not just the
overcrowded public museums of madness. For
all that, the materials Melling musters are
tellingly quite fragmentary, and he rightly
laments “the elusive promise of recalling the
patient experience”. Frank Crompton’s piece
on pauper patients admitted to the Worcester
County Asylum in Powick fares no better in
this regard.
We have moved beyond the early polemics
about gender and mental illness. In a more
careful, nuanced fashion, David Pearce
explores the use of the new physical
treatments in psychiatry in the immediate
aftermath of the 1930 Mental Treatment Act,
using data once more drawn from Devon to
refute the notion that “female patients were a
particular subject of the new treatments, or
even of diagnoses of neuroses”. But, lest
anyone be inclined to doubt the enduring and
deep-seated role of gender inequalities, Louise
Westwood provides a chilling account of how
deep-seated and entrenched social prejudices
damaged and distorted the careers of two
pioneer British women psychiatrists, Helen
Boyle and Isabel Hutton.
The contrast between a grand title and a
limited, local focus is once more evident in
Pamela Dale’s paper on ‘“Lay professionals”
and the planning and delivery of mental
deficiency services, 1917–45’, which again
draws almost exclusively on data from Devon
in making its case. There is something
distinctly odd about using a single rural county
in the west of the country to stand as a proxy
for England, and even more so for
Britain—since provision in Ireland and
Scotland for the mentally ill and the mentally
“defective” had its own quite distinct
trajectories in the century and a quarter with
which this book purports to engage. That
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directly in the one paper that really ventures
north of Hadrian’s Wall. Drawing on national
rather than purely local data, Matt Egan
explores ‘The “manufacture” of mental
defectives’ in Scotland between 1857 and
1939, suggesting (as I have previously argued
was true for mental illness in nineteenth-
century England and Wales) that it was the
elasticity of official definitions which largely
explains the rapid increase in the number of
officially identified “mental defectives”.
Specialists will find some useful, if limited,
contributions on particular topics in this
volume. The book is, however, badly served
by its title, which promises a far more
ambitious approach to its subject than it even
begins to deliver.
Andrew Scull,
University of California, San Diego
Elisabeth Dietrich-Daum, Die “Wiener
Krankheit”. Eine Sozialgeschichte der
Tuberkulose in O ¨sterreich, Sozial- und
wirtschafts-historische Studien, Band 32.
Vienna, Verlag fu ¨r Geschichte und Politik,
Munich, Oldenbourg Wissenschaftsverlag,
2007, pp. 397, e49.80 (paperback 978-3-7028-
0431-2).
Although tuberculosis was until recently
one of the most frequent causes of death in
many countries, national histories of the
disease are few, and the existing
historiography is dominated by studies of
England and the United States. Elisabeth
Dietrich-Daum’s account of tuberculosis in the
Habsburg Monarchy and Republic of Austria
is thus a very welcome addition to the
literature.
Tuberculosis entered the Austrian public
health discourse in the 1780s as “morbus
viennensis” or Viennese illness. From the
outset it was acknowledged to be a great
pestilence, and as the nickname implies it was
widely considered a “social disease”,
associated especially with urban lifestyles and
living conditions. Dietrich-Daum aims to
establish a general framework for the social
history of tuberculosis in Austria and focuses
broadly on three interrelated topics—medical-
political discourse, epidemiology, and public
health intervention. Although the work’s
chronology extends from the late eighteenth
century to the present, the period from the
1870s to the 1920s is clearly privileged and
takes up half the book. One reason is that the
1870s mark the beginning of reasonably
detailed and accurate data on public health that
enable the discernment of socio-economic and
geographic patterns in tuberculosis morbidity
and mortality in the Habsburg Monarchy.
More importantly, however, the epistemic and
therapeutic paradigms that developed then
determined the country’s public health policies
on tuberculosis up to the antibiotic revolution
of the late 1940s.
Readers acquainted with the history of
tuberculosis will find many familiar elements
in Austria’s encounter with the disease: long-
standing disagreement among medical experts
about causes and treatment; a public opinion
divided between near-phobic dread and utter
disregard of the disease depending on socio-
economic position and residence (city versus
countryside); predominance of care
institutions (above all, sanatoria) and services
run by private charities; and variable
engagement of official public health
authorities, which are always inadequately
financed. The epidemiological pattern of the
disease—c.1910—is also familiar: higher
mortality among the very young and the
middle-aged, among men in general, and in
urban areas—especially in working-class
districts.
Although the tuberculosis mortality rate in
Austria was one of the highest in Europe, and
in spite of numerous, systematic investigations
of the so-called “people’s disease” by public
and private health authorities, specific medical
intervention came relatively late. The first
sanatorium was not established until 1898, and
there was no state-wide association dedicated
to combating the disease until 1916. Concern
about the debilitating consequences of
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during the First World War prompted
energetic institution building and the first
state-wide legislation regarding the care of
tubercular patients. After 1918 this activism
continued especially in socialist-run Vienna,
which undertook a massive programme of
public housing and built up a network of
professionally staffed welfare centres that both
cared for the tubercular and undertook to
educate the public about the disease and its
avoidance. After 1945 the story becomes
very familiar indeed: mass prophylactic
campaigns involving BCG vaccinations,
tuberculin testing, and chest x-rays combined
with antibiotic chemotherapy practically
eliminated tuberculosis in Austria by the
mid-1970s.
Between 1874 and 1974 tuberculosis
mortality in Austria declined from 35.8 deaths
per 10,000 to 0.8 deaths per 10,000; its
proportion of total mortality fell from 11.2 per
cent in 1874 to 7.8 per cent in 1936, and
amounted to less than one per cent in 1974. As
elsewhere in Europe the bulk of this epochal
transformation occurred in Austria largely
without therapeutic intervention. Dietrich-
Daum reviews diligently the catalogue of
plausible causes of the disease’s decline, and
concedes that it can not be explained with
complete satisfaction. Rather than continuing
to search for definitive causes, perhaps the
historian of tuberculosis should concentrate on
society’s experience of and response to the
disease. This well-informed and wide-ranging
account establishes a solid foundation for such
research in Austria, and makes a little-known
part of Europe more accessible to the
comparative historian of public health.
William H Hubbard,
University of Bergen
Gregg Mitman, Breathing space: how
allergies shape our lives and landscapes, New
Haven and London, Yale University Press,
2007, pp. xv, 312, £20.00, $30.00 (hardback
978-0-300-11035-7).
Every good picture tells a story, and there
are a plethora of good pictures, maps and
cartoons in Gregg Mitman’s definitive history
of allergy and asthma in the United States
between the mid-nineteenth century and the
near-present. In the early 1960s, Gordon
Parks, the great news photographer and
exponent of photo-montage, travelled to Latin
America to portray the depths of social and
economic injustice which scarred a continent
believed by John F Kennedy and his advisors
to be ripe for Communist subversion. An
enthralled American public devoured Parks’s
narrative of the young Flavio da Silva in Life
magazine.
Slum squatter conditions and foul air had
reduced the boy from Rio to a state of
malnourished bronchial immobility.
Physicians and researchers in Denver
recognized his condition, treated him for free
and restored him to health. Contrasting
photographs—Flavio with a grossly distended
chest, dilated eyes and matchstick arms, and
Flavio in a clean and cosy hospital bed,
returning to health—hammered home a
powerful political point. The story reinforced a
narrative that validated Kennedy’s massive aid
programme to America’s deprived southerly
neighbours. “Flavio’s Rescue”, the Life
caption read, “Americans bring him home
from Rio slum to be cured”. Meanwhile, in
Harlem cockroaches and allergy thrived as
never before. New Orleans was stricken by a
horrendous asthma epidemic in 1961. Anti-
histamines flooded the market and were
dangerously over-prescribed. Drug companies
circulated pharmacists with tear-out-and-keep
indicators that identified selling seasons for
every part of the country and triggered a
massive back-lash in terms of near-deadly and
counter-productive side-effects.
At the same time, the USA was witnessing
the first full flowering of the super-hygienic
middle-class suburban home, classically
documented by Ruth Schwarz Cowan, and
characterized by the designation of middle-
class wives and mothers as guardians of sheets
and curtains, air-conditioning systems, and
dust-, bug- and (so it was vainly hoped)
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medical quest began for the psychic and
psychosomatic roots of an ever-expanding
range of allergies. In time, the media pounced
on individuals presented as being bronchially
incapacitated by every aspect of advanced
capitalist civilization—freezers, detergents,
canned food and artificial light.
Any or all of these might bring on welts and
rashes, destroy breathing patterns, limit
movement and terminate a working-life.
African-Americans, and ever larger numbers
of Hispanics, continued to live cheek-by-jowl
with cockroaches and experienced the kinds of
slum-generated breathing disabilities that had
nearly killed Flavio da Silva. Mitman speaks
of “choking cities” and here his work
complements Andrew Hurley’s classic study
of Gary, Indiana, and other recent work on
environmental injustice. His readings of urban,
rural and national asthma and allergy maps
and charts bear testimony to innumerable
disabled lives.
Mitman reconstructs the little-known “war
against rag-weed”. He reproduces a chilling
photograph of a vacant slum lot in Chicago’s
nineteenth ward in 1908. The image was
captured by a periodical that called itself
Charities and Commons. The subtext is clear.
Here, mingled promiscuously together,
languished the blighted of the city and their
disease-bearing waste and vegetation: each
epitomized the other. The war against ragweed
culminated in an onslaught in New York City
in the late 1930s and early 1940s. In 1942 Life
carried an image of mechanized harvesting
and destruction by (facially, orally and nasally
unprotected) members of the sanitary
department. Officially condemned tenements
long out-lived the indigenous weed of the
back-alley.
In the early chapters of this exemplary
monograph, which will become a classic,
Mitman describes the era in which the
fashionable elite of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries were assumed to be
exclusive sufferers from catarrh and asthma.
When the pollen season announced itself, they
retreated by the score to the White Mountains
of New Hampshire and socialized with their
peers in hotels that bore an uncanny
resemblance to the hushed retreats of
monarchs and aristocrats in Bournemouth and
the Riviera during the European late Victorian
and Edwardian epoch. Later, what Mitman
calls the “last resorts” of Denver and Tucson
desperately attempted, long after their famed
atmospheric purity had been destroyed, to
market themselves as less unreasonably priced
sanctuaries for the asthmatically impaired.
This is a superb and passionate book. It should
be read by all environmental and medical
historians.
Bill Luckin,
University of Bolton
David Gentilcore, Medical charlatanism in
early modern Italy, Oxford University Press,
2006, pp. xv, 426, illus., £65.00 (hardback
978-0-19-924535-2).
Despite its reluctance to draw strong
conclusions and highlight the theoretical
implications of its important findings, this is a
work of fine scholarship that offers a wide-
ranging and highly innovative depiction of the
medical charlatan from his appearance in the
late fifteenth century to his decline in the
eighteenth century. It will be essential reading
both for medical historians and those working
on the social and cultural history of early
modern Italy. Gentilcore adopts an analytical
perspective which contrasts visual, literary and
medical representations of charlatanism with
the rich evidence offered by over a thousand
licences issued by the medical boards of
nearly a dozen Italian cities. This enables him
to question a number of assumptions still
common in standard accounts of medical
history: first of all, the marginal position
allegedly occupied by charlatans in the
medical marketplace and, more generally, in
the professional structure of Italian society.
Far from being consistently regarded as
swindlers and impostors, charlatans were seen
as practising a respectable occupation and one
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by the authorities but seen as a particular type
of remedy-vendor, selling their wares in public
spaces and using stage performance and
entertainment to attract buyers. Hence they
were licensed as a matter of routine, some held
office in the state health boards and two were
even raised to the rank of Protophysician. This
may appear surprising, but is less so if we
consider the specific social function filled by
charlatans in the medical marketplace.
Although the evidence is elusive on this point,
it is likely that the charlatans’ clients were
those middling ranks who could neither afford
to buy their medicines from apothecaries
(whose prices were fixed) nor pay for the
preliminary prescription of physicians. With
the blessing of the authorities, and within the
paternalistic framework of a moral medical
economy, charlatans supplied these groups
with remedies which were remarkably similar
to those on sale in apothecaries’ shops while
being much cheaper, or else with cheaper
imitations of the official remedy. In their
petitions, charlatans were in fact careful to
emphasize the adherence of their ingredients
to the traditional pharmacopoeia (whether
these were not subsequently altered remains an
open question) and the authorities could not
prohibit the sale of officially approved
remedies. This, together with the fact that
licenses represented a handsome revenue for
the Protomedicato, explain the generous
licensing policy adopted in Italian states, one
that made their system of medical licensing
“inclusive rather than exclusive”.
Why was the competition of charlatans not
resented and opposed more forcefully by the
official branches of the medical profession?
Gentilcore underlines the ties of inter-
dependence between charlatans and
apothecaries, presenting these categories as
part of the same world: charlatans bought their
ingredients from apothecaries and the latter
often became the agents of the most successful
charlatans, marketing their remedies in their
shops. Only in the late eighteenth century did
the medical authorities adopt a more
protectionist attitude, restricting charlatans to
selling only what was not already available in
apothecary shops; by now, taking advantage of
the loosening of corporative restrictions,
apothecaries were creating their own “new”
remedies. Nor was the charlatan entirely alien
to the physician’s world: he spoke the same
Galenic language, his remedies were said to
work according to humoral principles, he saw
himself as part of orthodox medicine, kept
away from chemical medicines and impressed
the audience with his knowledge of anatomy
and the causes of disease. Charlatans
encroached only marginally on the physician’s
territory (one is surprised to hear that only a
quarter of their licensed remedies were oral)
and, in spite of the iconographic evidence,
rarely involved themselves in the surgeon’s
specialities (tooth-drawing and venereal
treatment). Gentilcore’s depiction of the
relationship between charlatans and the
official branches of the healing arts thus
stresses integration, complementarity and
collusion rather than separateness, otherness
and open competition.
The book also emphasizes the important
cultural and professional links with a range of
non-medical occupations: the itinerant world
of peddlers, street-sellers and beggars (another
licensed activity) and of street performers
(jesters, story-tellers, ballad-singers). The
boundary between charlatanism and street
theatre appears particularly fluid: like actors,
charlatans adopt stage names, theatrical
garments and the masks of the commedia
dell’arte; in their performances they use magic
tricks, acrobatics, music and songs; they even
hire actors or form mixed companies with
them. But the study of their communication
strategies also highlights the influence of the
rhetorical devices common to another form of
stage performance: baroque religious
preaching.
Despite the strong links with other
peripatetic occupations we should not assume
that charlatans were constantly on the road.
The book emphasizes that many were only
itinerant for part of the year or in certain
phases of their lives; most had a base, a home
town where they ran a shop and were
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the community. Moreover, this was not
aimless wandering: Gentilcore reconstructs the
routes and seasonality of charlatans’ travel and
the logic behind them. Whether rare or
frequent, real or imagined, travel was,
however, a cornerstone of the charlatan’s
identity: exoticism was a key selling point and
his references to past travels supported claims
to a knowledge and experience far broader
than what could be acquired in just one place.
Hence, with the decline of this fascination
with distant worlds, the itinerant and open air
character of medical charlatanism also ceased
to appeal, instead becoming a mark of
vulgarity, increasingly associated with a
plebeian and rural clientele while those at the
high end of the occupation turned into
sedentary shopkeepers.
Sandra Cavallo,
Royal Holloway, University of London
Thomas Hofmeier, Michael Maiers
Chymisches Cabinet. Atalanta fugiens deutsch
nach der Ausgabe von 1708, Berlin and Basel,
Thurneysser, 2007, pp. 389, e29.00, SFr 45.00
(paperback 978-3-939176-46-6).
This edition of the 1708 German translation
of Michael Maier’s Atalanta fugiens offers the
opportunity to look once more at Maier’s most
beautiful book on alchemy (first published in
Latin in 1617), and to linger over the
extraordinary plates by Mattha € us Merian the
Elder. It also allows us an overview of Maier’s
career as scholar and erstwhile seeker of
princely patronage. In his search for patrons,
Maier was both spectacularly good at
obtaining honorary titles (some of which he
bestowed on himself), such as being named
Leibartz and Pfalzgraf to Emperor Rudolf II,
but not so good at being paid for his services,
despite the fulsome letters of dedication
included in his numerous alchemical works.
Neither of his positions at the Imperial court
involved a salary. Indeed his life seems to
have been so occupied with writing and
attempts to get paid that there was not a
moment left for the actual practice of alchemy.
And this, indeed, is the overweening effect of
Atalanta fugiens: beautiful images, elegant
emblems and explanations, even harmonious
fugues (the music was not reprinted in the
1708 edition, and the words but not the notes
are provided in this volume), but there is little
sign of the laboratory or workshop. The stuff
of this book is texts, beautifully combined and
synthesized to create emblems bursting with a
variety of meanings—moral, spiritual, cosmic,
material—the more polysemous, the better.
Michael Maier (1568/9–1622) was born in
Kiel, studied in Rostock, Basel, Padua, and
Bologna, and began alchemical studies in
1604. He travelled as far south as Rome, east
through the Baltic, north to England, and
became a Doctor of Medicine in Basel, but
most of his life was spent between the Rhine,
Oder and Danube in the heartland of
alchemical patronage and publishing. He spent
time at the courts of Emperor Rudolf II,
Landgraf Moritz of Hessen-Kassel, and King
James I, attempted to gain positions at several
northern German courts, and considered
settling in Frankfurt am Main. When he
attempted to do so in Strasbourg, the city
denied his bid for citizenship, because they
believed “he must be a most unusual man”. He
began publishing a flood of mostly alchemical
works in 1614 and put out more than two a
year until his death in 1622.
Atalanta fugiens remains a kind of
prototypical work of alchemy, no doubt
mainly because of its plates. One wants to
know more—if such can be known—about the
collaboration between Maier and the engraver
Mattha € us Merian. Was it the printer, Johann
Theodor de Bry, who brought the two men
together or did they come to him? How much
did the book sell for at the Frankfurt fair? In
short, how did Maier, Merian, and de Bry
conceive of this work—primarily as a work of
alchemy, as an emblem-book, or as a picture
book? No doubt any of the three would have
made it a good investment for de Bry, but the
combination of all of them would seem
irresistible.
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speciality of editing and re-publishing editions
of rare and little known works of alchemy,
especially those having to do with Basel and
Switzerland, provides a useful introduction,
and took the intelligent decision of having the
engravings printed in their full and wonderful
murkiness and depth. This edition is worth
obtaining just for the indexes, which take up a
full 96 pages of the volume. There is an index
of Maier’s publications, of persons, an
extraordinarily detailed index of subjects, one
of alchemical authors, and, best of all, an
index of all the sources cited by Maier.
Sources to which Maier alluded only by author
or title are fully resuscitated and listed by
Hofmeier in this volume, including citations of
chapters and page numbers.
Pamela H Smith,
Columbia University
Paola Bertucci, Viaggio nel paese delle
meraviglie: scienza e curiosita ` nell’Italia del
settecento, Torino, Bollati Boringhieri, 2007,
pp. 294, e28.00 (paperback 978-88-339-
1802-0).
In Viaggio nel paese delle meraviglie,
Bertucci brings to life the journey of the Abbe ´
Jean-Antoine Nollet. In 1749, the renowned
French natural philosopher left the Parisian
court and, on the well-trodden routes of the
Grand Tour, travelled throughout the Italian
peninsula. The official reason for his journey
was to question the therapeutic use of
medicinal tubes and electricity devised by the
Venetian scholar Gianfrancesco Pivati. Italy,
with its scenic landscapes and fine arts, was
the land that instilled a love for the
marvellous. In the context, Il paese delle
meraviglie —i.e. “Wonderland”—denotes a
degree of credulity, of belief in the
extraordinary that in many instances
characterized that of the locals.
Paola Bertucci is an authority on the origins
of medical electricity on which she has
worked extensively since the late 1990s.
She revived the then innovative work carried
out in the 1980s by Margaret Rowbottom and
Charles Susskind and incorporated into her
research their museological attention to
material culture. In addition, Bertucci
mastered social history, in particular the work
of Simon Schaffer who notably reminded us
that the definition of natural philosophy is
never clear cut.
Bertucci’s account reflects a
historiographic concern with the artificiality
of the divide between natural science and
medicine, and between orthodoxy and
heterodoxy. Medical electricians tenaciously
tried to carve a niche for themselves against
the incursions of prevailing factions of the
Republic of Letters, whose institutional
outposts were academies and societies.
Bertucci clearly renders the extent of political
networking between members and patrons of
the Acade ´mie Royale des Sciences, the Royal
Society and, last but not least, the Istituto
delle Scienze di Bologna of which Pivati was
also a member. Backed by illustrious
colleagues, clients and societies, Nollet
managed to present himself under an aura of
scientific objectivity. Whilst in Rome, he was
received by the influential patron of the
Istituto, Pope Benedict XIV, who found in
Nollet a useful ally against the theologically
unsound medical use of electricity. The
Istituto was caught in a double bind. On the
one hand, its members had publicized Pivati’s
discovery across Europe and on the other,
they were confronted with a high degree of
resistance from both powerful insiders and
foreign scientific societies. Diplomacy,
suggests the author, was the only possible way
out. Social aspects easily overshadowed
natural philosophical ones.
Much of Bertucci’s material is collected
from Nollet’s public and private writings. As
always, the Gentleman’s Magazine is
extremely useful for contextualizing the social
milieu of the time. Thanks to a thorough
handling of archival sources, the author
achieves her stated intent to build a dialogue
between the Abbe ´, his allies and foes.
Typically, it is in aristocratic palaces that
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networking and also spying took place. In
the footsteps of Paula Findlen, Bertucci
highlights the contribution of outstanding
women of science to the ongoing debate. A
strong paradox emerges from the author’s
account of eighteenth-century natural
philosophy: an almost unbridgeable opposition
between love for the truth and love for the
marvellous.
In chapter five Viaggio takes an almost
unexpected turn. Bertucci has thoroughly
researched Nollet’s travel notes in his Journal
du voyage de Piemont et d’Italie en 1749.
Large parts of the manuscript are devoted not
to natural philosophy but to silk
manufacturing. Apart from scientific enquiry,
the Abbe ´ appears to have had an unofficial
reason for visiting Italy: industrial espionage.
The report on the silkworm industry presented
to the Acade ´mie would gain Nollet a
professorship in physic at the Colle `ge de
Navarre in Paris. Bertucci states that these data
remained hidden in Nollet’s diary for centuries
and are now published for the first time. In an
academic world that seeks for novelty, the
reader could easily be misled into thinking that
the author is the first to refer to Nollet’s
mission. This is not exactly the case and
unfortunately, in her extensive bibliography,
Bertucci forgets to cite a 1993 article by Mary
Agnes Burnistone Brazier (J. Hist Neurosci.,
2) where the silk affair is also briefly
mentioned.
A metaphorical thread of silk or, as
Bertucci states, a silk road, makes of this
monograph a pleasurable whole. Given the
sources and the chronological format chosen,
the book could easily have become a
geographically compartmentalized account of
successive stages of six months’ travel.
Bertucci has magisterially avoided that pitfall.
In the historical circumstances she presents,
scientific and market laws are tightly
intertwined. The author’s wide-angled
perspective makes a book that will surely
engage an academic readership by its style and
competence. The same style, the beautiful
prose and the restricted recourse to analytical
views has certainly the potential to capture the
imagination of a much wider an audience.
Luca Zampedri,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Ve ´ronique Bouillier and Gilles Tarabout
(eds), Images du corps dans le monde hindou,
Paris, CNRS Editions, 2002, pp. 509, illus.,
e42.00 (paperback 2-271-06060-5).
Beautifully illustrated and organized with
great strategy, this collection of essays is
dedicated to the study of “the body as cultural
object” (p. 9) in the Hindu world, from the
disciplines of history, anthropology, and
sociology. The essays provide a wide range of
ideas about the body in a variety of contexts,
and in its animate and, in the end, inanimate
forms. In their introduction, Ve ´ronique
Bouillier and Gilles Tarabout take great care
to situate their collection within the growing
bibliography of books dedicated to the study
of the body in India. They include a useful
overview of the body in the anthropological
theories of Louis Dumont (in ideological
terms) and of McKim Marriott (in transactive
terms), and in doing so, point out that in both
camps, the body is “relegated to the margins
of analysis” (p. 23). They argue instead for an
understanding of the body in its multiple
contexts. They describe their book as one
which, through its various approaches, will
reveal “the reality (or the realities) of bodies”
in Hindu India, demonstrated in “popular oral
traditions, bodily practices, ritualized or not, in
legal statutes” and so on, that will collectively
show “continuities between traditional textual
knowledge and observed practices”, as well as
disjunctures in such a way as to “avoid
reductionism” (p. 25). As they write, “there is
not just one unique body, nor is there just one
way of talking about it” (p. 26).
The book is divided into four major
segments, each consisting of four discrete
articles, and ends with a coda on the body in
death. The first segment, titled ‘Logiques
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Zimmermann, who identifies two phases in the
study of Hindu bodies. He describes the first
phase as the emergence of a “Hindu science,
formulated at the birth—under the pen of
Indian intellectuals themselves—of an
indigenous orientalism of nationalist
inspiration, which emerged in the public
colonial space” (pp. 49–50). The second phase
is characterized by “a new militant
orientalism, forged in the West”, by
westerners infatuated “with Hindu spirituality
and the political movement of the counter-
culture” (pp. 50–1).
While Zimmermann writes of plurality and
change in approaches to the study of the Hindu
body, Dominik Wujastyk directs us to plural
images of the body that can be found in the
Hindu tradition itself. Michael Angot
meanwhile discusses linguistic structures,
especially noun-noun juxtapositions, and the
making of meaning through mystical and ritual
correspondence in early Sanskrit religious
literature. The last article of this section is set
in contemporary Kerala. Gilles Tarabout
addresses the phenomenon of “double
impurity”; in this case, that of an astrologer’s
body because of a birth in his family, and the
resulting sympathetic pollution of the “body”
of the local temple.
The second section, ‘Univers esote ´riques’,
is opened by Andre ´ Padoux with an essay
titled ‘Corps et cosmos’, which discusses the
yoga’s body in history. Although largely
descriptive, this article serves as a lucid, basic
introduction for the other three in this segment
and also stands in instructive contrast with
Angot’s preceding essay. David G White
moves the conversation on to the specifics of
textual description, his contribution being
centred on a translation of the third chapter of
a ha
_
tha-yoga treatise, Goraksan  atha’s
Siddhasiddh  antapaddhati. Richard A
Darmon’s essay deals with the intimate
specifics of actual tantric practice, including a
survey of the valorization of semen in classical
texts and on into the tantric textual corpus, in
which is found an explicit association of
ejaculation with death. Finally, White’s
homologies between the human body and the
macrocosm come alive in B  aul musical and
poetic expression in France Bhattacharya’s
contribution.
The third section begins with Ge ´rard
Colas’s documentation of the few remaining
araiyar families of traditional singers and
actors, who recite and enact significant
portions of the Divyaprabandham, a medieval
Tamil text. Colas provides an engaging
overview of the body’s place in Vaisnava
practice in South India. Sarasvati Joshi directs
our attention to women’s “self-regard, for their
powers, their bodies, [and] in their
relationships with their husbands and in-laws”
(p. 315). Josiane Racine then documents
bodily practices related to the god Murukani n
the environs of Pondicherry. Turning to the
world of Bollywood films, Emmanuel
Grimaud describes the body of the actor as it
is thrust in the midst of “multidimensional
negotiations” (p. 371) that hinge on many
factors of film production, such as certain
types of close-up shots and dance.
The book’s final segment, titled
‘Constructions sociales’, begins with Marie-
Caroline Saglio-Yatzimirsky’s essay, in which
she identifies three levels of stigma associated
with the bodies of various castes of
leatherworkers: dress, odour, and skin colour.
She analyses the leatherworker’s body in its
mythological contexts. Ve ´ronique Bouillier
then defines the body as “the medium where
punishment is inscribed” (p. 424) and as an
“object of the law” (p. 425). She focuses on an
1853 Nepali book of statutes, the Muluki Ain,
which lists fines imposed for the crime of
assaulting someone with chillies in various
orifices of the body—the more intimate the
orifice, the steeper the fine. Also on aspects of
law, Livia Sorrentino-Holden’s article is
devoted to Indian marriage law, which has
been “in a state of constant evolution since
Independence” due to tensions between
reformers and orthodox requirements (p. 435).
Filippo Osella and Caroline Osella return us
to Kerala, where they collected data on
questions of “nature and nurture” in an
administrative unit in that state’s most
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which emphasize fluidity and interdependence
in local ideas about identity, heredity, and
personhood, are based on two terms that refer
to the qualities of “what is stable and what
changes in a person, janiccu gu
_
nam—innate or
natural qualities, considered to be
‘fixed’—and samsa gu
_
nam—changing or
worldly qualities, which are fluid and flexible”
(p. 470). The volume ends, appropriately
enough, with Gilles Gre ´vin’s empirical study
of cremation in India and Nepal. Carefully
measuring the changing temperatures of the
burning bier throughout the process of
combustion, he ponders the problem of “the
absent body” in the archaeological record.
Read as a whole, these essays interconnect
to give the reader an excellent sense of what
embodiment means in the Hindu world. We
also gain an almost overwhelming sense of the
body’s changing history, as well as history’s
implications for the body. This volume has
great potential as a basic teaching text—I can
imagine its becoming a classic, in fact—and
I urge the editors to investigate the possibility
of publishing an English version, if one is not
already in the works.
Martha Ann Selby,
The University of Texas at Austin
Irving L Finkel and, Markham J Geller
(eds), Disease in Babylonia, Cuneiform
Monographs, vol. 36, Leiden and Boston,
Brill, 2007, pp. viii, 226, e90.00, $122.00
(hardback 978-90-04-12401-1).
The study of Babylonian medicine has seen
rapid development over the last decades and is
enjoying increasing attention from a widening
circle of scholars, even to the extent that there
is now a specialized journal devoted to the
subject (Le Journal des Me ´decines
Cune ´iformes). This development is very much
to be welcomed, for the material is rich and of
great interest but, due to its limited
accessibility, has only partially been exploited.
As this volume testifies, the renewed attention
is partly the result of new decipherings and
interpretations of the surviving cuneiform
texts, but also of more general methodological
developments in the discipline of medical
history giving rise to new questions being
asked about the material—as is reflected here,
for example, in the attention given to social
and cultural aspects of health care in the
ancient Near East, different types of
healers, etc.
The volume arose from a conference held in
the Wellcome Institute in London in December
1996, although it contains only a selection of
the papers presented on that occasion.
Regrettably, the long delay in publication has
meant that some papers are no longer up to date,
although the editors insist that in spite of this the
papers in this volume make significant
contributions to the study of ancient Babylonian
medicine. That is certainly true, for many of the
chapters discuss hitherto unpublished material
or cover otherwise new territory; and, taken
together, they present a fascinating picture of an
ancient civilisation’s reactions to disease, its
methods of diagnosis and classification, the role
of belief in demons, apotropaic ritual and
witchcraft in its understanding and treatment of
diseases, and its distinctions between different
types of healers.
Of the thirteen contributions, only a few
can be singled out here. Marten Stol offers a
wide-ranging survey of accounts of fever in
Babylonia, the vocabulary in which they are
referred to (“fire”, “sun-heat”, etc.), their
typology, the descriptions of the (other)
symptoms that accompany them and the
treatments advocated. Nils Heeßel provides an
illuminating study of the importance of the
naming of diseases in the Babylonian texts—
amounting to a kind of “managing” or
“controlling”—their association with “the
hands of the gods” or indeed with specific
gods and their attribution to divine wrath.
Mark Geller discusses intriguing similarities in
humoral and colour schemes—for example,
the notion of bile as a pathological
entity—between Assyrian and Greek
Hippocratic texts about bodily fluids and parts;
and J V Kinnier Wilson and E H Reynolds
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of Babylonian texts. There are also
contributions on women’s medicines in
ancient Jewish sources (John M Riddle) and
on Hittite rituals against disease (Volkert
Haas), and several more specific studies of
demons and other divine powers associated
with health and disease. If there is a query, it
is, perhaps, that the authors seem to be taking
too much for granted—for example, they seem
to assume a more or less static picture for the
whole of Babylonia (one contribution speaks
of “the complex Mesopotamian system of
healing the sick person”, p. 120) and leave
little room for geographical or chronological
variation. There is also frequent use of terms
without specific definition, as in the talk about
“the medical texts” (which are they? What
makes a text “medical”? How were they
produced and meant to be used?), “technical
language” (what levels of technicality can be
distinguished? How did technical terminology
develop?), “doctors” (what kind of healers?),
as well as a readiness—perhaps too eager—to
identify conditions in terms such as “malaria”
or “stroke”. Related to this is the fact that the
volume, in spite of its intention to contribute
to opening up the subject to a wider circle, is
still somewhat esoteric in presentation—for
instance, it does not offer a list of
abbreviations of the main reference works
(AMT, BAM, etc.)—although for most
quotations English translations are provided.
These are minor quibbles, but they are of some
importance when it comes to connecting
Assyriology with medical history. Of course,
one has to start somewhere, and this volume is
an important step forward. One hopes that it
will contribute to an even greater interest
being taken in the world of Babylonian
medicine. The volume concludes with a useful
general index, though specialists may regret
the absence of an index of texts and passages
discussed.
Philip van der Eijk,
Northern Centre for the History of Medicine,
Newcastle University
Ju ¨rgen W Riethmu ¨ller, Asklepios:
Heiligtu ¨mer und Kulte, 2 vols, Heidelberg,
Verlag Archa € ologie und Geschichte, 2005, vol.
1, pp. 392, vol. 2, pp. 508, illus., e135.00
(hardback 3-935289-30-8).
For the last sixty years, the study of the
Asclepius cult has been dominated by one
book, Asclepius, by Emma J Edelstein and
Ludwig Edelstein. First published in 1945, it
collected into a single volume all the literary
testimony from Antiquity, and a selection of
the epigraphic evidence, mainly the cure
inscriptions from Epidaurus, Rome, Lebena
and elsewhere. These texts were edited to
sound philological standards, and translated
into accurate English. A second, much
smaller, volume, written by Ludwig Edelstein
himself, contained the Edelsteins’ conclusions
about the growth and development of the cult.
A paperback edition in 1998, with a foreword
by Gary Ferngren, added some new
bibliographical information, but kept the
general outlines of the original work.
Although some of the Edelsteins’ theses have
been rightly challenged, for example, the
notion that the cult arose from the heroization
of a doctor, most scholars have continued to
repeat their conclusions, and, in particular, to
rely for their own work on the material so
patiently assembled by the Edelsteins. It is,
indeed, a classic work, and not entirely
superseded by these two hefty German
volumes.
Although a few reviewers pointed out some
major flaws, their comments were usually
disregarded by subsequent scholars. In
particular, as the Edelsteins themselves
admitted, their collection of evidence
deliberately excluded most inscriptions, and
all coins, artefacts, and archaeological
evidence. For that one had to seek out Eduard
Thraemer’s old article in Pauly–Wissowa
(1896, s.v. Asklepios), and the even older
book by F R Walton (1894), and few made the
effort. Alessandra Semeria in 1986 provided a
census of Asclepieia in southern Greece, but
this represented only a beginning, and a far
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Lexicon Iconographicum Mythologiae
Classicae from 1984 onwards published
wonderful photographs and discussions of the
iconography of Asclepius and his family, but
few medical historians made use of them. But,
above all, the progress of archaeology, and
discoveries made around the Classical world,
from Maryport in Cumbria to the Upper Nile,
have fundamentally altered the picture offered
by the Edelsteins.
Ju ¨rgen Riethmu ¨ller is a classical
archaeologist with an interest in iconography,
and his two massive volumes offer a totally
new starting point. Of greatest value is the list
of sites and objects region by region that
occupies volume 2. He lists evidence from 732
sites, mostly from Greece, Asia Minor and
Italy, but with important outliers in Spain,
North Africa and Egypt. Each site is given a
substantial bibliography, with the more
important discussions carefully marked. Even
those unfamiliar with German can profit from
these near exhaustive bibliographies, and these
entries totally supersede the Edelsteins’
discussion of the spread of the cult. The
volume also contains maps of cult sites, some
plans, and photographs of some familiar and
also less familiar sites, concentrating on the
earliest datable ones.
Volume I contains a massive discussion of
the archaeological and architectural
development of several sites, principally
Athens, Epidaurus, Lebena and Pergamum.
For some of the smaller, but no less interesting
ones, notably Trikka and Messene, one must
refer to shorter expositions earlier in the
volume. Riethmu ¨ller discusses a range of
building types that made up the shrines of
Asclepius, mainly erected outside the city, as
well as the evidence for trees, sacred groves
and sacred springs. Although he is happy to
accept the importance of Epidaurus as a model
for fourth and third century BC shrines, he is
scrupulous about asserting direct derivation.
Any doubts one might have of the value of
coins and sculpture in establishing the
existence of a cult site are removed by the
demonstration of a considerable overlap
between this type of evidence and that of
inscriptions and literary testimony. There are
three indexes, of sites, proper names, and
topics, which facilitate consultation.
Riethmu ¨ller’s conclusions, based on this
enormous mass of data, challenge those of the
Edelsteins in many ways. While
acknowledging an origin for the cult in
Thessaly, and probably Tricca, he argues that
its spread in the Peloponnese and other Dorian
regions before 500 involved some
assimilation, or takeover, of existing local
healing cults. Hence the strong local traditions
of an Arcadian Asclepius, a Messenian
Asclepius, and even an Epidaurian Asclepius.
He rejects the story of Epidaurian links with
the birth of Asclepius put forward by the local
poet, Isyllus of Epidaurus, on whom see now
the 2003 study by Antje Kolde. Asclepius is a
latecomer, true, but he does not always push
aside earlier cults. There is a boom in the
foundation of temples after 420 BC, perhaps
associated with Epidaurian (and Athenian?)
propaganda, but the evidence for an earlier
cult is more substantial than the Edelsteins
supposed.
Riethmu ¨ller also argues strongly against
them that Asclepius was not a heroization of
the doctor. Rather the evidence points to a
local hero-cult, perhaps linked to a chthonic
deity, and one that, as it spread, assimilated
itself to other local cults. Its popularity in
Egypt and North Africa is convincingly shown
to rest on parallels with local healing cults.
Areas like Gaul, Britain and Germany, where
Asclepius cult is relatively rare, also preserve
many of their own local cults, for example, the
Matres Sequanae, Sulis, Coventina, or Apollo
Grannus. Recent archaeological discoveries at
the Danube fort of Novae and at Chester also
demonstrate the importance of the Roman
army in spreading this Mediterranean cult to
the outer limits of the Roman Empire.
Nevertheless, for all their many virtues,
these volumes do not supersede those of the
Edelsteins entirely. As the author himself
admits, they are complementary, and for
literary and for some epigraphic sources it will
be easier to use Asclepius. But for almost
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these volumes should now be the starting point
for future research.
Where so much is offered, it would be
foolish to complain that this or that item has
been omitted from the bibliography, especially
as in the last decade a whole generation of
younger scholars has shown new ways of
approaching healing cults that transcend the
somewhat static picture given here. Much can
be found in the journal Kernos, whose
bibliographies show just how much of a hot
topic this whole area has become. But one
major source continues to escape notice. The
fragments of Galen’s Commentary on the
Hippocratic Oath contain much important
information on Asclepius and his family, and
on the cult at Pergamum, but because they are
preserved only in Arabic, albeit accompanied
by an English translation, they have never
been cited in modern studies of Asclepius cult.
They may be found, edited by Franz
Rosenthal, in the Bulletin of the History of
Medicine, 1956, 30: 52–87, and reprinted in
Rosenthal’s Science and medicine in Islam,
Aldershot, Variorum, 1990.
Vivian Nutton,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Anne-Marie Doyen-Higuet, L’Epitome ´ de
la collection d’hippiatrie grecque: histoire du
texte, e ´dition critique, traduction et notes,
tome 1, publications de l’Institut Orientaliste
de Louvain, 54, Louvain-La-Neuve, Institut
Orientaliste de l’Universite ´ Catholique de
Louvain, 2006, pp. 242 (paperback and CD
978-90-429-1577-0). Orders to: Peeters,
Bondgenotenlaan 153, B-3000 Leuven,
Belgium.
Horses were domesticated some 5,000 years
ago and since then have been the constant
companions of humans. Their widespread use
in military operations, agricultural work and
leisure meant that an interest in their health
developed and subsequently veterinary works
on this special subject were produced. The
book at hand is devoted to one of these texts,
the Epitome (of the Hippiatrica).
In order to understand the scope of this
work it is essential to give a brief overview of
the texts examined here. The main horse
medicine text is the collection known as
Hippiatrica, a fifth- to sixth-century
compilation of excerpts from seven late
imperial authors; it is preserved in five
redactions in twenty-two manuscripts
reflecting the changes that the text underwent
after its compilation (see Anne McCabe, A
Byzantine encyclopaedia of horse medicine:
the sources, compilation, and transmission of
the Hippiatrica, Oxford, 2007). Some time
after the tenth and before the thirteenth
century another compilation was made based
on the text of the Hippiatrica:i ti s
conventionally called the Epitome,a si ti st oa
large extent a summary of the original in some
forty odd chapters. It survives in eight
manuscripts (preserving ten witnesses to the
text) and underwent five significant stages of
reshaping, which included quite important
changes. As a living text, which “eludes the
classical laws of stemmatics” it was an
influential text that was used by Byzantine
veterinarians. Compared to the Hippiatrica it
is concise and practical, organized around
headings on each disease followed by a small
number of recipes. This is the text discussed in
the present volume.
Anne-Marie Doyen-Higuet has been
working on horse medicine texts for over
twenty-five years. Her five volume PhD thesis
on the Epitome was completed in 1983; in
1984 she published a very useful outline of all
known hippiatric texts in Dumbarton Oaks
Papers, 1984, 38: 111–20, followed by a gap
of almost twenty years, only to restart
publishing on the topic in 2001.
This volume (the first of three) is a vast
prolegomena to the edition of the Epitome
(never published before, which will appear in
the second volume, followed by a French
translation with commentary on the third). In
240 printed pages (and another 407 pages in
PDF form on the accompanying CD Rom)
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complex transmission history of both the
Hippiatrica and the Epitome. In the book itself
a preliminary history of the text and its authors
is provided, followed by a detailed outline of
all the known redactions and the manuscripts
that preserve them (pp. 39–196). This is
repeated in an expanded, detailed way in the
CD: the first part includes an analytical plan of
each redaction of the Hippiatrica, while the
second part dealing with the Epitome
compares the arrangement of material in both
texts, the internal arrangement of chapters
within the Epitome, a collection of the recipes
of the Epitome, an exploration of parallel
passages between the Epitome, the
Hippiatrica, the Geoponica and Latin
hippiatric texts, and finally a discussion of
possible sources of the Epitome.
This work will be of great interest to
specialists of ancient veterinary texts and
especially those concerned with the complex
transmission history of the Hippiatrica and the
Epitome. I fear it has little to offer to anyone
else, as the largest part of the substantial text is
purely technical. However, it certainly whets
the appetite for the forthcoming edition,
translation and commentary (though it is not
stated when they are likely to be published) as
they will make another highly interesting
Byzantine technical text available and
illuminate the workings of medieval compilers
and editors.
Dionysios Stathakopoulos,
King’s College London
Edward Grant, A history of natural
philosophy: from the ancient world to the
nineteenth century, Cambridge University
Press, 2007, pp. xiv, 361, £40.00, $70.00
(hardback 978-0-521-86931-7); £14.99,
$24.99 (paperback 978-0-521-68957-1).
Edward Grant is one of the world’s greatest
authorities on medieval science. In the book
under review he brings together his lifelong
research on medieval science to reflect on the
relation between natural philosophy and
science. Grant constructs an illuminating
history of natural philosophy, which he
considers to be a discipline distinct from
theology, mathematics and mixed
mathematics. The chronological scope of the
narrative reaches from around 3500 BC to the
nineteenth century, but the book has a strong
emphasis on the Middle Ages and the
importance of this period for the Scientific
Revolution. The central thesis for which the
book argues is that “the most profound change
in natural philosophy occurred in the
seventeenth century. It involved a union of the
exact sciences and natural philosophy, a
phenomenon that has received relatively little
attention in the vast literature about the
meaning and causes of the Scientific
Revolution” (p. xii). The outcome of this
union, so Grant continues his argument, was
that “natural philosophy, once regarded as
largely independent and isolated from
mathematics and the exact sciences, became
significantly mathematized. In this
mathematized form, natural philosophy
became synonymous with the term science”
(p. xii).
The book derives its scope and central
thesis from a disagreement between Grant and
the historian Andrew Cunningham on the
nature of natural philosophy. On multiple
occasions, including an “open forum”
discussion between Grant and Cunningham in
the journal Early Science and Medicine (2000,
5 (3): 259–300), Grant had the opportunity to
take issue with Cunningham’s views. In the
book under review he returns to these issues
repeating most of his arguments against
Cunningham’s thesis on the nature of natural
philosophy. Cunningham’s view on the
identity of natural philosophy is that it is about
God and His creation. “For the whole point of
natural philosophy was to look at nature and
the world as created by God, and as thus
capable of being understood as embodying
God’s powers and purposes and of being used
to say something about them” (Andrew
Cunningham and Perry Williams, ‘De-centring
the “big picture”: The Origins of Modern
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Br. J. Hist. Sci., 1993, 26: 407–32, p. 421).
Grant’s response is to insist on the separation
of natural philosophy from theology. He
generalizes that “the penetration of substantive
religious material into natural philosophy was
minimal during the late Middle Ages. For the
most part, medieval natural philosophers
focused their attention on the study of natural
phenomena in a rational and secular manner”
(p. 261).
Within the space of this review I will limit
my brief comments to Grant’s reaction to a
second, but related aspect of Cunningham’s
thesis. Cunningham has insisted on the
rejection of the concept of “scientific
revolution” which placed, or rather misplaced,
the origins of modern science in the
seventeenth century. For Cunningham, natural
philosophy and science, an “invention” of the
nineteenth century, are two mutually exclusive
endeavours. Grant’s reaction is to return to the
use of the concept of “scientific revolution”
and to the restoration of continuity between
the Middle Ages and the Scientific
Revolution. However, his rejection of
Cunningham’s thesis depends here on the
ambiguity of the term “science”. The medieval
mixed mathematical disciplines were, of
course, also scientiae (in their own terms), and
Grant chooses to understand the term in this
sense. Therefore, the central thesis of the book
that the Scientific Revolution was about the
fusion of the exact sciences (or mixed
mathematics) and natural philosophy is for
Grant an argument against Cunningham’s
thesis. An uncoincidental consequence of
Grant’s view is that endeavours such as
medicine and alchemy—of which he only
occasionally points out whether they were
considered part of natural philosophy—are
again pushed to the margins of the description
of the Scientific Revolution. But perhaps this
is somewhat unfair to Grant’s book. With it,
Grant joins the ranks of those historians (such
as John Schuster and others, including
Cunningham) who have pointed to the
neglected importance of the category of
natural philosophy for an understanding of the
changes in natural knowledge practices in the
seventeenth century. Although the polemical
context may have introduced more ambiguities
(such as that of the term “science”) than one
would have wished, the book should, without
hesitation, be applauded for this important
contribution.
Sven Dupre ´,
Ghent University
Carole Rawcliffe, Leprosy in medieval
England, Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 2006,
pp. xiii, 421, illus., £60.00, $105.00 (hardback
1-184383 2739).
After many case studies of hospital history,
this book is an eagerly awaited synthesis of the
history of leprosy in England. The author, a
specialist in English society and its medical
practices at the end of the Middle Ages (her
Medicine and society in later medieval
England [Stroud, Alan Sutton] appeared in
1995), offers a panorama of this disease which
even today remains emblematic of the “dark”
Middle Ages. Invited to London in 1994 by
the Wellcome Institute for the History of
Medicine, I had the opportunity to read a
paper on the process and challenges of the
historiographic construction of this image
since the Enlightenment (see ‘Contagion and
leprosy: myth, ideas and evolution in medieval
minds and societies’, in L Conrad and D
Wujastyk [eds], Contagion: perspectives from
premodern societies, Aldershot, Ashgate,
1999, pp. 161–83). Imagine my delight to see
my thoughts being used for an updated
approach to the subject, avoiding the “worst
leprosy of the historian”—anachronism.
The first chapter ‘Creating the medieval
leper’ is thus fundamental for the analysis as a
whole and guards against the risk of
misinterpretations. It reveals an original mind
with a thorough knowledge of the whole range
of bibliography—medical, missionary, literary
and, finally, historical—produced until the
present. Walter Scott or Ellis Peters could
have been added to this troupe. For it is always
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attitudes vis-a `-vis the disease and its sufferers
that differ from our own explanatory
conceptions, themselves built on different
bases. What ideas about contagion could
have been expressed before the discovery
of bacilli, the invention of the microscope
and the disappearance of galenic medicine?
How much value can be given to medieval
diagnosis and identification of the disease?
How can we interpret what today looks
like “segregation” if we do not understand
that these patients, readily seen as living
embodiments of the suffering Christ,
were held in extraordinarily high
regard?
The first skeletal evidence of leprosy
appears in England at Dorchester in the fourth
century, but institutional provision seems not
to have been established until the Norman
Conquest by Lanfranc at Canterbury and
Gundulf of Rochester at Chatham. Three
hundred and twenty leper-houses have been
identified up to the fifteenth century and the
way of life of the inmates—men and
women—was very similar to that of a
religious order: praying in peaceful
surroundings for the salvation of their
benefactors. Numerous donations continued
throughout the Middle Ages although the
wave of foundations ended well before the
Black Death, but contrary to what the author
thinks, they may not always have been
“small gifts” (p. 109). Few cartularies holding
the title deeds, such as those of Saint-Lazarus
at Melton Mowbray or St Bartholomew’s
Dover, remain, but the land extent was often
considerable. As charitable foundations, these
establishments originated from a varying
perception of the causes of the disease.
Body and soul being inseparable according to
medieval thinking (chapter 2), disease could
be a metaphor for sin, the reason for political
denigration (as in the case of the Henry IV, d.
1413), but also a mark of sanctification,
swiftly arousing surprising gestures of
devotion, frequent acts of kindness to the sick,
and producing models of piety, such as Queen
Mathilde, wife of king Henri Beauclerc, for
example.
Following careful examinations in which
priests and physicians took turns to scrutinize
patients with extreme meticulousness for the
signs of leprosy, the diagnoses were not
pronounced lightly and the experts at times
resorted to judicia (the first in 1227). Although
based on humoral interpretation, their
examinations included all the observations and
criteria possible, even, for example, tests on
the coagulation of the blood. Many interesting
cases are recounted in this book—they
increased notably from the fourteenth century.
The remedies were no less elaborate: diet,
ointments, baths, surgical purgings, and even
castration as undergone by the bishop of
London, Hugues of Orival (d. 1085). The
opprobrium he suffered as a result was due to
his becoming a eunuch, not because he was a
leper.
The major question of segregation is here
given a nuanced analysis. Life in the leper-
houses, far from being one of exclusion,
reveals varied degrees of isolation and
considerable involvement in social and
economic life outside. The difference between
theory and practice is carefully reconstructed
by the author. Although, perhaps,
chronological developments at the levels of
both medicine and social perception could
have been better clarified. The slight
confusion when the great canonist and bishop
of Chartres Yves (Ivo) is named by error
“Odo” (p. 122) suggests how much the
richness of the data, gathered here in a
remarkable way, deserves a comparison with
Normandy, a country that pioneered work with
lepers and with sufferers from other illnesses
in general. England and Normandy, of course,
share the same history, not only politically.
This important contribution, therefore, leaves
us hoping for further equally enlightening
studies.
Franc ¸ois-Olivier Touati,
Universite ´ de Tours
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in the sky: Hildegard of Bingen and premodern
medicine, Studies in Medieval History and
Culture, New York and London, Routledge,
2006, pp. xviii, 326, illus., £55.00, $75.00
(hardback 0-415-97634-0; 978-0-415-
97634-3).
Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179), abbess,
mystic, physician, poet, and composer, has
been the subject of a renaissance of sorts over
the past twenty-five years. Historians of
medicine and religion, literary critics,
musicians, and even new-age medical
practitioners have revived the Rhineland
abbess as a unique and formidable intellectual
figure of the twelfth century. While previous
historians of medicine have looked broadly at
Hildegard’s medical views or narrowly at her
pharmacological knowledge of plants, Victoria
Sweet provides a solid and fruitful monograph
on the connections between humoral theory
and practical knowledge in Hildegard’s
thought.
After an initial biographical chapter, which
includes a definitive rejection of the theory
that Hildegard’s mystical visions were caused
by migraines, Sweet turns to the impact of the
abbess’s probable training in horticulture (as
monastic infirmarian) on her understanding of
the body and humoral theory. Sweet argues
that Hildegard’s text Causes and cures (c.
1150) was a medical manual for a student
infirmarian at her abbey, and as such can
allow us to see how “concepts of premodern
medicine were understood and used by a
particular practitioner” (p. 7). Sweet argues
that she is using an “anthropological”
approach in this work, investigating the world
of her informant, Hildegard the practitioner.
This approach is in reality a form of historical
analysis that pays close attention to
intellectual traditions and wider, symbolic
cultural meanings and contexts.
Sweet keenly identifies Hildegard’s distinct
interpretations of such classical medical
concepts as the four elements (chapter 3) and
the four humours (chapter 4). Most revealing
is Sweet’s study (chapter 5) of the
Hildegardian term viriditas (“greening,” the
fertile power of all living things) from the
perspective of horticultural and humoral
knowledge in medieval thought. Where other
scholars search for the symbolic and spiritual
meanings of the term, Sweet demands that we
take seriously the concrete reality behind
Hildegard’s notion of viriditas as a form of
juice or sap in plants, a liquid which provides
both sustenance for the plant and possible
pharmacological succour for the ill. While the
abbess may have borrowed the term from the
theological tradition, she applies it broadly to
the idea of fecundity and health in the natural
world.
The book argues well that Hildegard’s
views on the body and healing can best be
understood by looking at the organic, natural
imagery that underlies medieval medical
thought. Sweet very nicely places Hildegard’s
unique vision and all of humoral theory in this
context. But the author is less successful in the
conclusion, where she attempts to place
Hildegard’s medical and horticultural ideas in
the larger context of pre-Copernican
geocentric views of the cosmos. Sweet argues
that the crucial image uniting all pre-modern
medical concepts is the fixed earth and the
temporal changes (in the seasons, qualities,
humours, and elements) that ensue as the
moving firmament circles it. Hildegard was
certainly concerned with the symbiosis of the
macrocosm of the world—with its winds and
seasonal changes—and the microcosm of the
body, but her thought remains markedly
anthropocentric rather than geocentric. It is
revealing that the only Hildegardian evidence
that Sweet supplies comes not from her
medical writings but from her mystical and
visionary treatises, which did not require strict
adherence to natural philosophical or medical
views. Most medical theory took into account
fluctuations in the environment, but did not
reduce health or illness to such shifting
contextual factors. The author attempts to
create a sense of coherence within a massive
body of medical knowledge that resists any
single theory, even within the work of a single
author. The argument is intriguing and
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than it receives in the concluding pages of the
monograph.
None the less, the book’s strength lies in its
ability to identify a systematic natural
philosophy that underlies Hildegard’s medical
material. Sweet does so by studying
Hildegard’s views of humours and viriditas,
and by revealing the experiential and botanical
underpinnings of Hildegard’s life and thought.
In all of this, Sweet hints at the relevance of
Hildegard’s medical ideas to the connections
between gender, natural science, and
medicine.
William F MacLehose,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Andreas Vesalius, On the fabric of the
human body. Book V: The organs of nutrition
and generation, transl. William Frank
Richardson in collaboration with John Burd
Carman, Novato, CA, Norman Publishing,
2007, pp. xix, 257, illus. $275,00 (hardback
978-0-930405-88-5).
The penultimate volume of the Auckland
translation of Vesalius’ Fabrica deals with the
organs of nutrition, the urinary system, and the
male and female reproductive system. The
final section is a detailed and highly
informative guide to how Vesalius expected
his readers to go and dissect these organs for
themselves. This volume has all the qualities
of its predecessors: the elegant printing and
broad layout complement the fine
reproductions of the illustrations, although
some of them may not be quite as sharp as
those in earlier volumes. The quality of the
translation is high, although the non-anatomist
may be baffled by what Herophilus meant by
the “glandulous bystander” and the repetition
of these words may cause confusion in the
Greekless.
There is one unfortunate change. Will
Richardson, who was the translator, died
unexpectedly in 2004, although he had
completed the translation of the whole
Fabrica, including the index, and also of the
Epitome (which has also recently been
republished in a new edition and French
translation by Jacqueline Vons, Paris, 2008).
He had also completed almost all his revision
of this volume, but he did not have a chance to
write a translator’s introduction and,
inevitably, one misses some of the comments
that he would assuredly have made in the
notes. As this volume shows, he was a careful
and accurate translator, with a mission to
translate some of Renaissance medicine into
English. Only those who have attempted
similar versions can appreciate the scale of his
achievement, for the sheer size and technical
language of the Fabrica imposed problems
not always to be met with in Renaissance
medical texts. Although I met him only four
or five times, I can echo the warm words of his
co-author about him as a person. We look
forward to publication of the final volume, and
to the completion of this magnum opus in
every sense.
Vivian Nutton,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Rosemary Elliot, Women and smoking
since 1890, Routledge Studies in the Social
History of Medicine, No. 29, London,
Routledge, 2007, pp. xiii, 225, illus., £65.00
(hardback 978-0-415-34059-5).
In the hundred or so years that cigarette
smoking has been associated with women in
this country, the ultimate irony is that a
product so long associated with female
emancipation is now strongly linked with
subjugation. At the end of the nineteenth
century, cigarettes were the symbolic
manifestation of the “new woman” who
sought to cast off social convention in her
pursuit of professional, emotional and
intellectual advancement. By the end of the
twentieth century, however, middle-class
women were far from being the most
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addict is now popularly imagined as a young,
working-class, single mother living on state
benefits. The open door to liberation that
smoking seemed to offer is resolutely shut. It
is the reason why, over the last two to three
decades, smoking has re-emerged as a
“feminist issue”. And it is the reason why so
many historians, sociologists, literary critics
and public health officials remain transfixed
by the history of women and smoking.
Rosemary Elliot ably navigates her way
through this history. Drawing on research for
her doctoral thesis, she seeks to complicate
any straightforward narrative of emancipation
through smoking. Using tobacco industry
publications, literary sources, medical reports,
oral testimonies and interview data, she argues
that there was never any one meaning for
women’s smoking. Rather, smoking could
mean different things to different women, and
it is only by examining “the circumstances of
women’s lives” and “the need to smoke as an
individual and social expression” (p. 3) that
we will ever come close to understanding the
phenomenon as a medical or health policy
issue.
Much of the ground covered by Elliot is
familiar. In the overview provided in the first
half of the book of “the lady smoker”,
smoking in the First World War, the take-off
of the habit in the 1920s amongst flappers and
starlets and the eventual triumph of the
cigarette in the 1940s among nearly half the
female population, there is much that has been
documented before.
Where the book strives for greater
originality—and, indeed, where the tone
changes and the author seems most excited by
her subject—is in its pursuit of the female
smoker throughout the latter half of the
twentieth century. Here, Elliot examines the
smoking and health controversies, the
response of the government public health
programmes and the continued social contexts
through which women practised the habit of,
and later addiction to, smoking. She argues
that the reason why female smoking rates have
not declined nearly as much as those for men
(and, among certain social groups, have
resolutely refused to budge) is due to the
“feminisation of the cigarette” (p. 4). Public
health policies, by ignoring women smokers in
their campaigns, and tobacco companies, by
adapting the cigarette, inadvertently attributed
to the cigarette more feminine qualities,
especially through the use of filters, lower tar
contents and less intensive inhalation practise
(all factors which provided smoking with a
lower, much less masculine risk). Moreover,
women continued to adapt smoking to their
social lives, as they always have done, but
now that the cigarette itself had been
feminized, the social dimension of women’s
smoking became even more acceptable.
It is not always clear what the book brings
to the debate on women’s smoking that is
entirely novel. If Elliot builds on the work of
other historians, she also extends much of the
pioneering work conducted by feminist public
health researchers in the 1980s and 1990s. In
her focus on “feminization” she is to be
credited, though even this suggests that, to
understand these changes, a more detailed
examination of gender rather than just women
would have been more fruitful. However, the
book does provide the most extensive
treatment of the issue’s history so far in the
United Kingdom and for these reasons it will
be an important reference point.
Matthew Hilton,
University of Birmingham
Katharine A Craik, Reading sensations in
early modern England, Early Modern
Literature in History, Basingstoke and New
York, Palgrave Macmillan, 2007, pp. xi, 200,
£45.00, $69.95 (hardback 978-1-4039-2192-5).
At 138 pages before notes and bibliography,
Reading sensations in early modern England
is a slim volume, but a valuable one. In six
taut chapters, Katharine A Craik adds much to
our understanding of gentlemanly reading
practices in early modern England, explaining
how these experiences (like so many during
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fashioning and questions of embodiment.
Craik’s study builds strongly upon recent work
in early modern literary studies concerned
with the humoral body, including that of Gail
Kern Paster and Michael Schoenfeldt. She
responds nimbly to the central claims of both
scholars, exploring at once how the porous
boundaries of the body were susceptible to
outside influences—such as diet, environment,
and, in this case, reading material—and also
how contemporary ideas about gentlemanly
behaviour required aspirational men to
regulate carefully their physiological and
emotional responses to such influences.
In her first chapter, Craik provides an
overview of early modern theories of the
passions, using texts such as Thomas Wright’s
The passions of the mind in general (1606) to
trace “the overlapping histories of reading,
bodily sensation and gentlemanly conduct”
during this period (p. 12). Arguing that acts of
reading were both private experiences and
“performative activities” (p. 13), she explores
the ways in which reading material could alter
the physical makeup of the reader (through the
humours via the passions) as well as the ways
in which gentlemen readers were expected
outwardly to demonstrate moral and physical
mettle through their responses to texts.
In chapter two Craik elaborates on the
relationship between the general reader and
the literary text, examining how contemporary
works of rhetorical and literary theory
depicted poetry itself as having certain
humours and temperaments. Through the
interaction between the complexion of the
reader and that of the text, positive (but
potentially dangerous) reading experiences
shaped not just the reader’s imagination but
rather “the entire psychophysical self” (p. 51).
In the final four chapters, Craik delves more
specifically into particular literary genres and
their concomitant emotional responses, paying
close attention to how contemporary writers
negotiated the delicate balance between
constructive and corrupting reading
experiences. In chapter three she investigates
Sir Philip Sidney’s unconventional argument
that poetry, rather than history, was the ideal
reading material for soldiers, since it
encouraged virtuous choler that would inspire
them on the battlefield. Chapter four examines
the aims of elegy and John Donne’s
conclusion in The anniversaries (1611–12)
and Devotions (1624) that the writing and
reading of funerary verses in fact only
exacerbated sadness and despair, while chapter
five offers an engaging analysis of how
Thomas Coryat’s Crudities (1611) uniquely
developed the familiar trope of “bibliophagia”
(the consumption and digestion of books) into
an argument for the value of reading for
pleasure.
In chapter six Craik considers the emerging
genre of pornography, arguing that such
literature was defined less through its erotic
content and more through the unsettling
physiological changes it could work in its
readers. Intriguingly, such worrisome effects
did not necessarily include sexual arousal, but
rather were more linked to bewildering
“sensations such as rapture, transport, and the
disorientation caused by losing oneself in
fiction” (p. 138). Indeed, in each of the
examples of reading Craik explores, it seems
that the possibility of losing mastery and
control over one’s passions, humours,
and—ultimately—oneself was the gravest
danger of all. Such reading experiences
threatened early modern ideas about the proper
conduct and comportment of the gentleman,
suggesting that emotional and physiological
self-governance might be beyond the
capabilities, as well as the desires, of even the
most distinguished men.
Readers coming to Reading sensations with
a firmly historical point-of-view may find
themselves wishing for more contextual
information, such as a survey of library
holdings among the gentlemen Craik writes
about or a broader discussion of literacy
during the period. Craik does not get into
much specific detail about the production and
reception of the texts she examines, but such
omissions cannot really be deemed a fault as
they are beyond the scope of her project. At
heart a literary study, her book excels when
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texts she has chosen to discuss, and its clear
argument and elegant execution make it a
rewarding read.
Erin Sullivan,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Andrew Mangham, Violent women and
sensation fiction: crime, medicine and
Victorian popular culture, Basingstoke,
Palgrave Macmillan, 2007, pp. ix, 247, £50.00
(hardback 978-0-230-54521-2).
Analysis of the impact of gender upon
perceptions of anti-social behaviour has long
been a topic of interest not only to historians
of medicine, but also to those exploring the
wider relations between gender, culture and
society. The concept of the mad Victorian
woman, the treatment of her condition and her
apparent removal from mainstream society has
proved to be of captivating interest. Andrew
Mangham’s choice of topic might therefore
seem unusual considering its location within
such a richly explored and well-analysed field,
and his claims that concepts of violent
femininity were central to nineteenth-century
culture do not initially appear potentially
novel.
However, the strength and originality of
Mangham’s study lies in his successful use of
an inter-disciplinary approach whilst dealing
with a diverse range of intellectual areas of
inquiry. While many historians of medicine, in
their search for knowledge, are often reluctant
to remove their gaze from traditional resources
such as medical journals and hospital records,
often producing somewhat dry accounts of
concepts of health and disease, he successfully
reconciles the connections between our
standard sources with new ones typically
shunned by more snobbish historians of
medicine, such as popular sensation fiction.
In Violent women and sensation fiction,i ti s
argued that legal events in the Victorian
courtroom, medical theories of female
insanity, and fictional popular narratives had a
massive impact on one another. Mangan’s
decision to add the dimension of legal history
to the more customary, and much-explored,
combination of science and literature suggests
fresh possibilities for those seeking new
avenues of exploration within the history of
medicine. However, instead of simply
exploring previously unnoticed connections
between the three spheres, he goes further by
showing how particular medico-legal issues of
the mid-Victorian period were in fact crucial
to understanding the novels of authors such as
Mary Elizabeth Braddon, Henry Wood and
Wilkie Collins.
Mangan’s choice of popular fiction is also
effective, as is his argument that as these
novels reached a wide Victorian audience it is
difficult to understand why these resources
have not been fully scrutinized academically.
Fiction such as Wilkie Collins’s The woman in
white spearheaded a popular genre of
sensation fiction that portrayed women in the
throes of acts of criminal insanity.
Furthermore, these literary works are
inevitably firmly linked to other aspects of the
larger culture within which they were
embedded, including those not obviously
directly related to literature.
The content itself proves of morbid interest,
as the author goes through a repertoire of
sinister crimes committed by a variety of
violent Victorian women of different ages,
ranging from pyromania, teenage cannibalism,
road murders, crimes of passion and
vampirism. These representations were all
bound by the common thread of the popular
image of the mid-Victorian female as prone to
mental problems—an image which works with
fluidity across generic and disciplinary
boundaries. Mangham adds to our knowledge
of female insanity by exploring how these
fields were linked, and where and how they
operated.
Crucially, this book does not present itself
as a vague account of cultural history.
Mangham outlines in detail the real events and
theories that inspired a variety of sensation
novels. He chooses the mid-Victorian period,
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women spoke to a number of the era’s specific
ideologies where the destructive woman held
particular poignancy. Violent women were
given more attention in the media of the
period because they related to, supported, and
allowed writers to explore a number of
established beliefs, ensuring that sensation
fiction was a fertile mode of expression by the
1860s.
Ian Miller,
University of Manchester
M A Katritzky, Women, medicine and
theatre, 1500–1750: literary mountebanks and
performing quacks, Studies in Performance
and Early Modern Drama, Aldershot, Ashgate,
2007, pp. xvi, 367, illus., £55.00 (hardback
978-0-7546-5084-3).
In 1617 the physician John Cotta warned
readers of the dangers involved in consulting
female medical practitioners: “here therefore
are men warned of aduising with women
counsellours ...their authority in learned
knowledge cannot be authenticall, neither hath
God and nature made them commissioners in
the sessions of learned reason and
vnderstanding” (p. 10). With access neither to
university training nor to medical
apprenticeships, women might be accused of
“busie medling” with the infirm or even of
engaging in heresy or witchcraft. In Women,
medicine and theatre, 1500–1750,MA
Katritzky argues that quackery provided an
unofficial route for women to enter the
domains of both medical activity and
theatrical practice. As scholars have
underestimated links between the history of
medicine and the history of performance, the
medical activity of women is a neglected
source with potential to illumine the place of
women on the late medieval and early modern
stage.
Katritzky uncovers detailed evidence
relating to female quackery in travelogues,
diaries, letters and physicians’ accounts.
Mountebanks are traditionally regarded as a
male category of healers, but, Katritzky
argues, many in fact performed as husband-
and-wife teams. Literally mounting trestle
tables or benches in order to attract purchasers,
they performed free at both indoor and
outdoor venues, especially urban fairs and
markets. Women charlatans tailored their
services to female patients, providing
midwifery and dental care, developing
sophisticated placebo treatments, and offering
early forms of counselling. Entertainers as
much as healers, they often carried exotic or
trained animals such as monkeys, snakes,
scorpions, lizards—or the “skilfully fettered
live fleas” (p. 92) observed by Thomas Platter
among a Burgundian troupe in 1597.
Sometimes staging full plays, and routinely
inviting the interactive participation of their
audiences, the real therapy they dispensed was
perhaps the antidotum melancholiae provided
by laughter and music.
Some of Katritzky’s most interesting
examples deal with off-shoots of mountebank
activity. One chilling account by Johann Beer,
published in 1683, describes the death of the
“flying” doctor Charles Bernoin. Famous for
his expertise in lithotomy and cataract surgery,
the 58-year-old showman and surgeon offered
sensational performances designed to
showcase his supernatural medical prowess.
Audiences would watch him ingesting hot oil
and melted lead, and then treating himself
onstage with his patented medicines. Bernoin
fell to his death from a tightrope in 1673 onto
the paving stones of a square in Regensburg
when his firework-powered flying act went
tragically wrong. Beer is as critical of
Bernoin’s spectacular arts as he is of
performances by itinerant actresses and
singers encountered in the streets, regarding
their activities as threats alike to public order
and decency.
Katritzky traces the history of mixed-
gender mountebank activity alongside the
emergence of women on the secular and
religious stage. Medieval Easter plays often
included a comic interlude caricaturing quack
doctors and their wives. One play performed at
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unguents alongside ointments guarding against
nagging wives and abusive husbands, potions
to restore hair, and medicines to recover
virginity. Tracing the development of such
scenes in sixteenth-century Italian drama,
Katritzky makes the intriguing suggestion that
commedia dell’arte actresses were trained
through the improvisational theatrical
techniques they had learnt as quacks. Her
summary of theatrical representations of
mountebanks extends into the drama of Ben
Jonson, Thomas Killigrew, Aphra Behn and
Christian Weise, providing a useful digest of
contemporary references but offering little in
the way of synthesis.
Women, medicine and theatre draws on
sources ranging over more than two centuries,
relating to mountebank troupes speaking
Italian, English or German. The work is richly
illustrated with engravings, handbills, and
images from friendship books. It would be
difficult, perhaps impossible, to impose a
narrative on such diverse materials; certainly
Katritzky’s method is accumulative and
discursive rather than analytical. Offering a
compendium of examples rather than a fully
realized discussion, her book nevertheless
makes newly available a wealth of material
from the archives. There is much work
still to do on this fascinating and neglected
subject.
Katharine A Craik,
Oxford Brookes University
James Robert Allard, Romanticism,
medicine, and the poet’s body, The Nineteenth
Century Series, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2007,
pp. viii, 166, £50.00 (hardback 978-0-7546-
5891-7).
“I would to Heaven that I were so much
Clay— / As I am blood—bone—marrow,
passion—feeling”. Byron’s headpiece to the
1832 edition of Don Juan captures a
distinctively Romantic bodily sensibility, both
delight in and frustration with the limits of
human flesh. Byron’s response was to get
“exceeding drunk to day / So that I seem to
stand upon the ceiling”. In Romanticism,
medicine and the poet’s body Allard, a
professor of English literature and language at
Brock University, Canada, takes a more sober
approach to the history of the Romantic body.
Following Roy Porter’s injunction that “to talk
about the body is to talk about the body in”,
Allard builds his argument around the figure
of the “Poet-Physician”, embodied in the
historical figures of John Keats, Thomas
Lovell Beddoes and John Thelwall. This
interdisciplinary study of an interdisciplinary
character stands at the intersection of literary
Romanticism and medical discourse. Allard
explores both the ways in which Romantic
medicine construed the body as a professional
and practical space, and the ways in which this
body became the subject and object of
Romantic literature.
In doing so he maps the political, cultural
and intellectual transformations of Paris
medicine—both new notions of sickness and
new forms of clinical authority—on to the
Romantic body. He is at pains to point out that
he is not studying representations of an
objective, ahistorical body, but rather the
construction of different bodies through the
sometimes complementary, sometimes
competing discursive practices of literature
and medicine. The Romantic body provided an
amphitheatre in which interpretative
communities of poets and physicians (and
Poet-Physicians) could explore the central
Romantic idea of unmediated experience,
either through a personal journey through the
world or direct (often visual) experience of the
body in health and sickness. These two ways
of mapping the embodied self came together
in the Poet-Physician. Allard sees poetry as an
activity which takes place not in the abstract
dimensions of the mind but in the messy space
of the cultural and material world: the hand
which plied the scalpel might also bear the
pen. But the Poet-Physician also reminds us of
the tragic falls inherent in the Romantic
Weltanschauung. Romantic poets discovered
that to be embodied was to be trapped in a
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Romantic physicians found that new
anatomical knowledge, even when gained by
personal experience, did not transform their
power to cure. In this sense the Poet-
Physicians were called upon to confront the
limits of their world and their own mortality,
an encounter epitomized by Beddoes’ Death’s
jest-book, published only after his suicide in
1849.
Allard’s work is not without its difficulties.
This is a dense text, composed of long
paragraphs and sentences, often fashioned
from equally long quotes. It raises, but does
not settle, old questions over whether “body
studies” is anything more than a convenient
and fashionable hook on which historians and
critics can hang their work. By focusing on a
small number of writers, not much read in
their own lifetimes, Allard might make his
readers wonder whether it is possible to over-
problematize the body. To put it bluntly, how
many Romantic bodies or Poet-Physicians
were wandering around England in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries?
Despite these minor criticisms, Romanticism,
medicine and the poet’s body offers an
inspiring and original take on the history of the
body. Allard has put the Romantic ghost back
in the corporeal machine, reminding us that
poetic voices find their roots in poetic bodies.
How about a companion volume on the Gothic
body in nineteenth-century life science?
Richard Barnett,
University of Cambridge
Christopher E Forth and Bertrand Taithe
(eds), French masculinities: history, culture
and politics, Basingstoke, Palgrave
Macmillan, 2007, pp. xi, 249, illus., £50.00
(hardback 978-0-230-00661-4).
Christopher E Forth and Bertrand Taithe’s
edited volume is a welcome addition to a
growing corpus of collected articles on the
history of masculinity. What this selection
does especially well is provide an overview of
the history. Though there are a few essays in
the collection that have a very limited research
focus, most authors attempt to give an
overview of their period and topic. This is
especially useful as a starting point for
discussing both the scope of the history as well
as seeing what still needs to be done.
The volume covers only modern history,
starting with the late eighteenth century elite
and ending with a contemporary piece on the
suburbs, the veil and recent rioting by
disaffected youths. The majority of the essays
focus on the post-1870 period, when both
imperialism and the Third Republic redefined
and solidified the French male, only to have
him questioned and perverted after 1940. The
first three chapters cover the Old Regime, the
Revolution and the Napoleonic period. What
we see here is the shift away from the Old
Regime masculine emphasis on civility and
refinement (traits which were made fun of by
the Germans and the British as effeminate)
towards a militarization of society. By the
height of the Revolution all able-bodied men
were to be treated as property of the state
through military service.
As Christopher Forth shows, by the late
nineteenth century, physicians and
anthropologists worried about the softening of
the physical body in modern society. The
imperial project and the Franco-Prussian war
were key moments in defining an unstable and
highly criticized version of French masculinity.
The French male was weak and overly
intellectual and some even suggested that
African colonials be recruited into the French
army to reinvigorate it. Robert Aldrich’s
chapter on colonial masculinities reinforces this
idea by arguing that colonial domination made
up for masculine weakness in France. The First
World War did not help quell the sense of
threat to the men of the metropole. Judith
Surkis uses the example of venereal disease
between the wars to illustrate both the
precariousness of the French male’s ability to
protect the family as well as the menace of
foreign men who were blamed for spreading
the infections. Michael Sibalis, in his masterful
overview of French homosexuality and
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medical history prominently.
For the Second World War, Miranda
Pollard investigates the various competing
forms of masculinity after the French defeat in
1940 represented by Pe ´tain, De Gaulle and the
Resistance. Three much more specific topics
represent the post-war period: the roman noir,
masculine stardom and a discussion of the
writer Serge Doubrovsky. Andre ´ Rauch’s final
chapter on recent violence in the suburbs
focuses on the women who are abused and
controlled by the disaffected immigrant
youths, as much as on the men themselves.
Rauch’s piece is the most powerful, but also
the most problematic. He jumps from topic to
topic, not distinguishing between the Muslim
youths whose sisters wear veils, and
immigrant and French youth from other
religious backgrounds.
In the Afterword, Robert Nye, one of the
leading historians on the topic, points to the
continued vision of France as hyper-civilized
and thus feminized, especially by Americans
post-9/11. France has gone from a great nation
to a declining one, both militarily and
demographically. French (elite) men have had
200 years of failing to live up to the iconic
masculinities created by the Revolution and
Napoleon, while hanging on to the Old
Regime vision of the civilized, intellectual
gentleman.
Morag Martin,
SUNY Brockport
Thomas So ¨derqvist (ed.), The history and
poetics of scientific biography, Science,
Technology and Culture, 1700–1945 series,
Aldershot and Burlington, VT, Ashgate, 2007,
pp. xv, 270, illus., £55.00, (hardback 978-
0-7546-5181-9).
This volume of collected essays, the
product of a conference held in 2002, is an
enthusiastic defence of scientific biography
and the possibilities it presents to historians.
The first three essays look at how biographical
writing constructs identity, and its purposes.
Liba Taub’s opening chapter on ancient bioi of
Pythagoras concludes that such works
contributed to the history of a philosophical
tradition and also served as guides on
how to live. Stephen Gaukroger examines the
ways in which Bacon and Descartes
constructed a new identity for the philosopher
through the manner in which they presented
their own intellectual personae. David Aubin
and Charlotte Bigg discuss the self-fashioning
as exceptional scientists of Norman Lockyer
and Jules Janssen, using parallel biography to
re-engage with ideas of genius and context in a
manner that avoids placing these in binary
opposition.
In chapter four, Patricia Fara is also
interested in self-presentation but through the
visual medium, analysing the ways in which
scientific subjects like Newton interacted with
their portrait painters to fashion themselves as
role models, arguing that the triangular
relationship between sitter, painter and viewer
can be analysed to produce biographical
insights.
Chapters five and six each take an
unorthodox angle. Thomas L Hankins’ chapter
compares rewards in science with patents,
pointing to the fact that biographies often rely,
as do patents, on the idea of individual genius.
This conceit allows a fresh approach to the
question of the importance of context in an
examination of a scientific life and its
achievements. Christopher Chilvers in chapter
six, however, fails to convince in a discussion
of the life of the Russian physicist Boris
Hessen (or Gessen, the author seems unable to
decide on one spelling) in terms of
Aristotelian tragedy.
Chapters seven, eight and nine all trace the
biographical histories of particular subjects,
Helge Kragh of Tycho Brahe, Signe Lindskov
Hansen of Niels Stensen, and Rebekah Higgitt
of Newton. Each of these demonstrates ways in
which it is biographers and their own agendas
that determine the presentation of the past, as is
true of all historical authors.
The next four chapters are all personal
reflections by biographers on the particular
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chapter ten, Bernadette Bensaude-Vincent
presents biography as bridging the gap
between cultural memory and history. Next,
Jacalyn Duffin’s engaging essay describes her
reasons for writing biography, her struggles to
be published, and her belief in the value of
biography as a complement to theoretical and
social history. Rena Selya reflects upon the
particular problems of biographical work on a
subject who has actively participated in the
construction of his own myth, especially by
producing an autobiography. This highlights
the tension between biographical constructions
with different purposes, an issue that is also
raised by Vassiliki Betty Smocovitis who
discusses in chapter thirteen the peculiar pros
and cons of her relationship with her living
subject.
Finally, Beth Linker and Thomas
So ¨derqvist contribute two chapters on the
historical relations of biography with history
of medicine and history of science. Linker
gives a US-centric analysis of the fall of
medical biography, yet to be rehabilitated,
with the advent of social historical approaches
in the 1970s. So ¨derqvist tells of the changing
fortunes of scientific biography, certain forms
of which have remained a respected mode of
scholarship. Both these essays are reminders
of the role that fashion plays in shaping our
approaches to historical material.
This volume is evidence that those
historians who write in a biographical vein
are convinced of its worth. They have found
good scholarly reasons, as well as personal
ones, for adopting this approach. Biographies,
perhaps precisely by engaging with the
question of the importance of context, are
capable of producing subtle and intelligent
history. And ultimately, the trend for or
against biography is no different from the
shifting vogues to which all historical
methodologies are subject.
Jane K Seymour,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Mark Borisovich Mirsky,
(Medicine in Russia from the Tenth to the
Twentieth Centuries: Essays on History),
Moscow, ROSSPEN, 2005, pp. 632, illus., no
price given (hardback 5-8243-0603-6).
Professor Mark Mirsky is a well-known
historian of Russian medicine and surgery, and
a prolific writer. He is head of the Department
of History of Medicine and Public Health of
the National Research Institute for Public
Health (formerly the Semashko Institute for
Social Hygiene and Healthcare Organization),
Moscow.
In 1996 Mirsky published Meditsina Rossii
XVI-XIX vekov [
XVIXIX, ] a history of medicine in
Russia from the sixteenth to nineteenth
century. The book reviewed here is an
enlarged version of this and according to the
publisher’s blurb it is “a modern interpretation
of the history of Russian medicine as an
integral part of world culture”.
The book is a collection of nineteen essays
beginning with medicine in Old Russia (tenth
to thirteenth centuries) and ending with a
history of surgery in the twentieth century.
Russian medicine is divided into two periods:
“pre-scientific” (tenth to sixteenth centuries)
and “scientific” (sixteenth century onwards).
The watershed is the organization in the
second half of the sixteenth century of the
Aptekarsky prikaz (Apothecaries’ department),
which dealt with the health care of the tsar and
his court. According to Mirsky, from then on
medicine and health care in Russia was
developed by the state. The state character of
medical service is “a great advantage” and
represents “the most progressive form of
organization”. “This should be borne in mind
today, when differing opinions on the present
and future of Russian medicine are expressed,
but often its historical experience is not taken
into consideration” (p.7).
Almost half the book deals with the
twentieth century. It includes essays on the
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ministry of health in the world, established in
1918 by Lenin’s aide Nikolai Semashko), the
repression of physicians, Soviet science and
pseudo-science, and Russian medical e ´migre ´s.
A chapter on physicians persecuted during
Stalin’s dictatorship provides interesting
examples of changing roles. For example, one
of the leading Soviet physicians Professor
Dmitry Pletnev and several other doctors were
accused in 1938 of poisoning their patients,
including Maxim Gorky. Pletnev’s pupil
Vladimir Vinogradov was one of medical
experts who confirmed that his teacher
intentionally administered poison to Gorky.
Later, Vinogradov became Stalin’s personal
physician. During the so-called “doctors’
affair” in 1953 Vinogradov himself was
accused of having—under orders from British
Intelligence— administered toxic
substances to high ranking Party members.
Vinogradov’s pupil Alexander Myasnikov was
an expert who, it is assumed, later gave
evidence against his teacher.
The chapter on Russian medical e ´migre ´s
contains several biographical sketches of
famous medical scientists, physicians and
surgeons who left the country after the
Bolsheviks seized power in 1917, among them
I P Alexinsky, K A Buinevich, G Y Troshin,
A M Maximov, A D Pavlovsky, G E Rein, and
L M Pussep.
In his Introduction Mirsky calls for a new
approach to the history of Russian medicine
and new ways of studying the subject.
Previous efforts are labelled as one-sided and
ideologically distorted.
Some concrete examples of this would have
been useful. Mirsky is concerned by the present
lack of interest in the history of medicine in
Russia, the decreasing number of Russian
medical historians, and the low standard of
scholarship. For him medical history involves a
study of the past in order to illuminate the
present, and lay the basis for the future of
medical science and practice. Through an
analysis of a wide range of primary sources,
including previously unknown archival
material, as well as secondary sources, Mirsky
sheds new light on important periods in the
history of medicine in Russia and traces the
directions that medicine has taken. In the
process he rediscovers many forgotten
physicians and scientists, and evaluates their
impact, stressing the interactions between
various cultures and countries.
Boleslav Lichterman,
Institute for the History of Medicine, Moscow
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